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State of the Union
The sad thing about the sessions of Congress that convene
in the second year of each Presidential term is that they come
just at the time when the President is most free to suggest legis~ lation which he believes to be in
.. the public interest and when the
members of the House of Representatives must pass upon the
President's proposals with one
eye cocked toward the Novem• her elections.
We believe that, in the various
• me sages which the President has
~ sent to Congress, he has taken a
strong and constructive line and
that the Congress would do well
.I to enact his proposals into law.
But while we wish that the Con~ gress could act only under high
considerations for the public wei-
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fare, we can not condemn individual members of the House
who pause to assay the effect
their votes on these various proposals may have upon their
chances of re-election.
It is our belief that the President's theory of government, and
the specific legislative recommendations which proceed from
it, coincide with the thoughts
and wishes of the vast majority
of the American people. We
think that members of the Republican party will do well to
remember that it is much too late
to try to divert the thinking of
the people back into its 1929
channels-that some form of the
welfare state has, for better or
for worse, been absorbed into the
whole American idea of government. We think that the most
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fatal mistake the Republican
party could make at this time
would be to give the impression
that it wants to turn back, that
it wants to undo everything that
has been done during the past
twenty years.
The election of Dwight Eisenhower to the presidency seems to
us to have resulted from two
principal desires on the part of
the people. First of all, it seems
to us that the American people
wanted a slowing down and consolidation of the liberal revolution of the past twenty years;
they did not want that revolution undone. And secondly, they
wanted a new air in government,
a cleaning out of faces that had
become both tired and tiresome
and the introduction of new
faces and new ideas. President
Eisenhower is attempting to meet
both of these demands. If his
party supports him, both the
country and the party will benefit. If his party fails him, there
will be a Democratic Congress in

1955.
~

The Moving Finger
For the past seventeen years,
the masthead of the CRESSET
has carried the names of a distinguished group of writers and
scholars known collectively as
the CRESSET Associates. Both

CU5SaT

as individuals and as a group,
they were a remarkable lot-urbane, witty, sophisticated in the
best sense of the word, and yet
possessed of great humility both
in the presence of man and of
God. They set the tone of the
CRESSET, a tone which we have
sought to maintain
despite
changes in ownership and
changes in editorial control.
Over the years, but especially
in the past five years, the Associates had more and more
h anded over responsibility for
the CRESSET to younger men,
many of them their former students. Inevitably it had to be SO,
for the day-to-day publication of
a magazine requires time and
a t least some opportunity for
pottering around with ideas.
Neither the church nor the
world is willing to concede either
of these two essentials to their
leaders. We drain our leaders of
the knowledge and the wisdom
tha t they have accumulated over
the years and give them hardly
any opportunity to replenish the
supply. And yet, however tragic
the situation may be, no workable solution has yet suggested
itself.
Last December, the Associa tes
met in Chicago and gave formal
recognition to what had already
become an accomplished fact. A
formal motion of dissolution was
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proposed and, although the motion was lost in a torrent of reminiscence and banter, it was
~ taken by consent that the motion
... would have been adopted had it
not been overlooked. Thus, in its
-1
usual unorthodox way, t h e
CRESSET passed another milestone in its existence.
- ..
A few words ought to be said
about
the Associates. It is one
.,._
thing to inherit another man's
shoes. It is something else to fill
them. Over the years, most of us
a who now constitute the editorial
. , board have recovered from whatever hero-worship we once felt in
the presence of the strong personalities who were both our
teachers and our predecessors.
~ But as hero-worship has declined,
respect has grown. These men
...\,
were, in much of their thinking
..1 and most of their writing, a generation ahead of the times. They
.. started with an assured Faith and
• a sound theology and moved out
to do battle with the antichrists
of the twentieth century. They
,. fought hard and they fought
cleanly. They were not content
... to review the battles of the first
or sixteenth or nineteenth cen' tury. They sought out the hottest
part of the battle of our own day,
and some of them carry the
<~ wound-scars which attest to their
having found it.
.. We acknowledge the heavy
~-

debt which we owe to these, our
former associates. It is a very real
encouragement to us to remember that we sit now where they
once sat. We shall carry on.
~

The Gap, Widens
No pope that we can think
of in modern history has been
more universally respected and
admired, both within the Roman
Church and outside it, than is
Pius XII. In part, this is because
he is a truly great person-brilliant, ascetic, gracious in his
hearing and courageous in the
performance of his duties. In
part it is because of the times,
for Pius XII has often spoken
with the voice of truly catholic
Christianity against the evil
ideas and the evil men who have
plagued the world during his
pontificate.
It is therefore with very real
regret that we have to say that
few popes since the Reformation
have done as much as has Pius
XII to widen the gap which
exists within Western Christendom and to make the possibilities of a reunion of the Church
remote.
In the area of doctrine, Pius
has breathed new strength and
vigor into two heresies which
strike at the heart of the Christian faith. The first of these is

4
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that notion of papal supremacy
which, in its most extreme form,
comes close to fitting St. Paul's
description of the son of perdition who "sitteth in the temple
of God, shewing himself that he
is God". So long as this notion
remains a basis of Roman dogma,
there is manifestly no possibility
of a reunion of the Western
Church but, more disastrously,
there is no possibility of arresting the trend toward man-made
dogma which has proceeded at
such an alarming rate within the
Roman Church during the past
century.
And the second anti-Christian
heresy which has experienced a
new flowering in the pontificate
of Pius XII is Mariolatry. This
heresy, which was for centuries a
dangerous superstition, has become doubly dangerous with the
proclamation of the dogmas of
the Immaculate Conception and
the Assumption. Indeed, it might
even be necessary to say that only
those Roman Catholics who misunderstand or reject these dogmas are still within the pattern
of primitive Christianity, for if
one really contends that Mary
was not in every respect human
as we are, he can not confess
.Jesus .Christ as true man.
There is no evidence to suggest that Rome is seriously concerned with whether the breach

in Western Christendom is healed or not. Nor are most Protestants, at this moment, very much
interested in receiving more re- ·+buffs from a hierarchy whicl1 ..
grows progressively more arrogant in its claims. But the present r
impossibility of reunion ought
not to obscure the fact that the
Church ought to be one. And •
upon the conscience of each one
of us, Roman or Protestant, _.., -·
ought to lie the nagging question: "Why are we divided?"

A Shocking Thing
For several years, now, we
have read with much interest
and benefit a magazine called
the Lutheran Chaplain, published by the Anned Services Commission of the Lutheran Church
-Missouri Synod. We have found
its articles relevant to the problems of our times and we have
particularly appreciated the vigorous writing of those chaplains
on active duty who have learned,
in dealing with all sorts and conditions of men, to speak the
language of mid-twentieth-century man.
We were therefore shocked
when we read on the page inside
the front cover that the September-November 1953 issue would
be the last one-at least until
Mother's Day, 1954. The reason:
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lack of funds. Reason for the who are serving us even though
lack? Failure of the Mother's we may have forgotten them, and
Day, 1953, collections to meet to do the little that we can do to
budgetary needs. ($410,000 was keep their Church at their side.
raised against budget needs of
~
$700,000.)
The question of stewardship is Vision of Life
The address of President
c ne which probably belongs
more properly to the official Eisenhower to the General Aschurch papers. But what con- sembly of the United Nations
cerns us is the attitude which ranks, in our thinking, alongside
underlies this poor stewardship the first inaugural address of
showing, an attitude which is not Franklin Roosevelt as one of the
the particular sin of any one of great documents of our time. We
us but the characteristic sin of are therefore sorry that so many
our generation. It is sheer commentators have mispraised it
thoughtlessness. We don't give as a clever and effective ploy in
because we don't realize the need the propaganda war. If it were
and we don't realize the need be- that, and only that, the address
cause we don't listen. We are fat would have been neither clever
and full and forgetful. We have nor effective. It would have been
become accustomed to seeing merely diabolical.
young men go off to military
We think that the President
camps, we have become accust- was completely sincere, that
omed to wars, and we take knowing as he does the awful
human misery for granted. This potentialities of modern weapons
is not a polemic against some he felt compelled to suggest a
vague "you". It is a confession of reasonable and possible first step
our own failures in which, we toward making these weapons
suspect, a great many people will the servants of man rather than
mankind's probable destroyers.
feel constrained to join us.
The fact is that we don't re- We think that, underlying everynlember whether we contributed thing that the President said in
anything to the Armed Services that address, there was that
collection last Spring or not. precious and rare commodity
Probably not. But we are going which is the distinguishing mark
to this year, not to keep this or of high statesmanship and which,
that magazine going but to sym- for lack of a better word, we call
bolize our gratitude toward those vision.
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Like many a faint-hearted congressman, we do not yet see how
the President's proposals could
be worked out in practise. But
that is a second step which we
are not yet called upon to take.
The first step, and the one which
we must take before we can hope
to take any second steps at all, is
to capture the vision. So long as
both sides in the present power
struggle pride themselves upon
their intransigence, there is no
hope at all of finding a solution
to our problems. And if we once
concede that no peaceable solution is possible, then it actually
does become impossible.
What are we driving at?
Simply this. We must either be
ready to compromise the differences between East and West
or we must go to war. It is just
that simple. But either line of action demands honesty. We cannot mouth pious phrases about
peace-making unless we sincerely
will peace. But if we will peace,
we must will the means by which
peace may be achieved. These
means positively do not include
using statements of universal aspiration as weapons in psychological warfare. And we do ourselves and the world a major disservice when we interpret the
constructive proposals of our national leaders as propaganda docmnents.

CRESSET

President Eisenhower's address
deserves the most careful and
prayerful consideration, on both
sides of the Iron Curtain. It is fnot simply yesterday's big story.
It is a challenge to every human
being who lives under the threat
of sudden death in an atomic
\rar. The continued existence of
mankind depends upon the an- ~
swer which we and other great
powers give to the President's ...-challenge.
~

That Man Again
The mail that we get on politi- ,. .
cal issues divides itself pretty ,.
evenly in to two classes. The first
group of writers want to know
"How come you don't go after
McCarthy? Whatsa matter, has
he got you scared, too?" The
second group want to know
"How come you are always picking on McCarthy? '.Yhatsa mat- ,.
ter, have you been infiltrated,
too?"
To both of these groups, we
would like to say that we are
\o
pretty much fed up on the whole
subject of the bush-league Tor- "'
quemada from Wisconsin.
He
has served as a possibly neces- ~
sary emotional focus for two very
different groups of people. On
the one extreme, he has played a ~>
representative role for that fairly ~
considerable group of fearful
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folk who have never really dared
to risk freedom and have never
1eally believed that free men
stood a chance against a wellorganized and . unprincipled tyrrany. We have always had such
people in America. They have
passed Alien and Sedition Laws,
they have succumbed to hysterical fears of whatever tyrant happened to be operating at their
particular moment in history,
and they have always doubted
the ability of free men to remain
free.
On the other extreme, McCarthy has supplied a necessary
emotional focus for a certain type
of professed liberal who is happiest in the role of a martyr. We
have always had these people in
America, also. Like their counterparts at the other extreme, these
people also doubt the ability of
free men to remain free. They
have seen the concept of freedom
as a difficult intellectual construct capable of being held in its
pure form only by a small elite
which, because it is small and because it is an elite, must necessarily expect persecution from
what they suppose to be the
boorish masses.
In between these two extremes
there stands today, as there have
stood through centuries of American and British history, the usually silent average citizen who

7

seems either ignorant of, or unconcerned by, the struggles that
are going on among the headline
makers. Some will say that this
average citizen is too ignorant of
the issues to care which way the
battle goes. Some will say that he
is too lazy to take part in the
struggle. Both, in a sense, are
right. But both forget that he is
the umpire who finally steps in
and decides the matter.
What both the McCarthys and
the pseudo-liberals keep forgetting is that, for the average citizen, this difficult and abstract
thing called democracy is not
finally a matter of laws or traditions or constitutions but a relatively simple matter of fair play.
The free people of the world are
not those which have the longest
Bills of Right or the most meticulously defined separations of
power, but those few people here
and there who have developed
this sense of what the British call
fair play and what we call
sportsmanship. It is the final
guarantor of our liberties.
It has been the experience of
the British and American peoples
that every demagogue finally
runs smack into this sense of fair
play, and the point at which he
does so is the point at which he
ceases to exist as a force in public
affairs. Sometimes it happens
very suddenly, as when some one

8
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act of overreaching shocks the
people's sense of fair play. Sometimes there is only a very gradual
hardening of attitude against the
demagogue as the people become
first dimly suspicious and then
more and more annoyed. But always it happens. If it did not,
freedom would long ago have
died, for freedom can not be
passed on from one generation
to another either by documents
or by self-conscious elites. If it
does not happen in our day, then
the experiment in freedom (and
our fathers always knew that it
was an experiment) will have
failed.
We have every confidence that
the people still have the situation
in hand. From far back in the
mists of our history, we seem to
hear the voice which each generation of Englishmen and Americans has recognized as the authentic voice of freedom: "'Ere,
naow, no hittin' below the belt
or I'll hafta put ye out of the
ring".
~

Conspicuous Spending
We belong to that economic
class whose members manage, by
careful budgeting, to live comfortably. Our kids have warm
winter clothes, the grocer never
has to wait for his check, and
sometimes at the end of the

month there is even enough left
over for a bottle of domestic
sherry or a book. We have learned to get along without a number of things which the ads tell
us we simply must have and we
have made a sort of family pet of
the wolf at our door. In other
words, we belong to that huge
middle-income group which is 1not preoccupied either with the
getting or spending of money.
Our membership in this group
necessarily colors our attitude
both toward the acquisitiveness
of those who, perhaps necessarily, ,._
seem to be always scrounging for
...
more than they have and to·ward
the apparent irresponsibility of
those who seem to be almost pathologically interested in establishing and maintaining some
sort of status or other by the
conspicuous spending of their ~
money. For both of these groups,
we feel a certain amount of pity,
particularly for the latter.
What pitiable inadequacy is a
man trying to compensate for
when he spends fifty dollars for a ~
necktie? What haunting insecurity compels people to assert "
themselves by attaching chrom- ..
ium-plated trumpets to their
Buicks? (In one case that we
know of, the man is trying to live
down a period in his life in the "
late thirtie when he was doing ~
the best he could do in the

.

.
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filthy postcard business.) Who
buys the vast amount of gold and
silver plated junk that some of
the more sophisticated magazines
display in their advertising
columns around Christmas time?
w·e have often wondered. Apparently there is some sort of
specialized form of kleptomania
which moves some people to buy
as thoughtlessly and as undiscriminatingly as the kleptomaniac steals.
This is no criticism of the peron who loves fine things and is
willing and able to pay the price
for them. Money, in our simpleminded view, was made to be
pent. Nor do we, like Judas, see
in every purchase of expensive
uoods a snatching of food out of
the mouths of the downtrodden
poor. We see no reason why a so_. ciety should set its standard of
living at the level of its poorest
_. group. But we do suggest that
.,: there ought to be some reasonable connection between price
and utility and some understanding of the moral limits of frivolity. The sad thing is not so much
"' that money which might go far
to relieve human need is wasted
on trifles. The really sad thing is
that those who buy these trifles
~eem no happier, no more satis~ fied for having bought them.
~
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Human Relations
On ce again, the annual report
of the Tuskegee Institute is able
to report a year without lynchings. This is reason for real rejoicing because it indicates not
merely an improvement in the
area of race relations but it in-·
d icates also a greater respect for
the orderly processes of law.
At the ·ame time, as Alfred
Klausler points out in a recent
issue of the Ch1·istian Century,
there still remain many problems
to be solved before we can become too optimistic about the
prospects of satisfactory adjustments between the white majority and the negro minority.
i\Iuch misinformation needs to
be corrected, many prejudices
need to be uprooted, many honest doubts need to be satisfied.
Here again, it is perhaps advi)able that we start out with
first principles and let practises
and procedures flow from those
principles. The governing principle in race relations is a very
simple one: "God hath made of
one blood all nations of the
11·orld". Proceeding from this
principle, the Church historically from its earliest days has con~
tended that so far as it is conce rned, there is "neither Greek
nor Jew, circumcision nor uncircumcision,
Barbarian,
Scy-
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thian, bond nor free". And the
"new commandment" which the
Church has received from Her
Master demands simply that
those who call themselve by His
name "love one another as I
have loved you".
And that, as far as the Christian faith is concerned, is all
there is to it. Questions of relative cultural levels, various economic levels, possible effects on
real estate values, prospects of
eventual intermarriage among
races, alleged body odors or absence thereof-these are all quite
irrelevant. It may indeed be
hard, terribly hard, (or a person
who has always prided himself
upon his superior racial background to accept as an equal a
man or woman of different pigmentation. But if that is hard,
how much harder must it be for
Cod to love any one of us.

And one final word. It must
remain forever impossible for
any one of us to love a race,
whether it be our own or another. ·we can love only individuals. The man who says that
he loves the negro race doesn't
really know the meaning of love.
A man can be said to have overcome racial prejudice when he
can approach people of another
race without being particularly
conscious o( their race at all.
Such a man, if he is white, will
I ike some negroes, he will dislike others, and toward most of
them he wi 11 feel as neutral as
he reels toward most people of
hi~ own 1·ace. He will, in other
11·ords, see human beings rather
than types. And the one dignity
to which every man is entitled is
respe t for himself as a person.

l.
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What does service in one of the
military forces do to a young
man? You will find that there
are two definite schools of
thought on the subject. One
school says that the Army, or the
Navy, or the Air Force will make
a bum out of him; the other says
it will make a man out of him.
Each side can prove its point of
view with some brilliant examples.
As a matter of fact, the armed
forces don't do either one. Most
of the men who have experienced
military service have neither
been made or broken by it. It is
true that being away from the
steadying influence of home,
friends, and the church and being clothed in the anonymity of
a uniform present opportunities
for a man to become a bum. On
the other hand, a young man
facing danger and given much
more responsibility t h a n he

A L F R E D
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would ever attain at that age in
civilian life has every opportunity to become a man.
The argument between these
two schools can go on indefinitely. Occasionally, it ends with
both sides agreeing that much
depends on the person and
whether he had a tendency to be
a bum or a man before he entered service. More often the argument continues unsettled and
breaks up only when each side
asks the other to define its
terms.
My school of thought, of which
I may be the only member, is
right between these two. I am
continually amazed that the armed forces can take millions of
young men, fresh from civilian
life, turn their pattern of living
around completely, give each of
them the greatest single psychological jolt he will ever receive,
and yet turn the great majority
ll
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of them back to civilian life in
two years without any permanent mental scars.
An 18-year-old going into one
of the services, by draft or enlistment, can't be prepared in
advance for what is going to
happen to him. Going straight
from school or the factory, a
young man has had no background for the training and the
way of life he will now experience.
First, if he is a normal IS-yearold, he will find immediately
that the hours are different from
those in civilian life. During
those late evening hours, when
formerly he did his best concentrated reading or dating, he now
finds that he is confined to a
barracks where someone has intentionally thrown the light
switch. During those early morning hours, between dawn and
somewhat later, when fom1erly
he did his best and soundest
sleeping, he is now out marching rather pointlessly around a
wind-swept drill field. His pleasant and effortless participation
in a number of sports has been
replaced by participation in several daily sessions of formal exercise which have none of the fun
of competitive sports and are ten
times more fatiguing.
All of these are physical experiences, but they can have an

adverse psychological effect on a
young man. Fortunately, it isn't
a permanent one.
The biggest psychological jolt
comes, however, when the recruit, who has always been
taught that he was living under
a democratic form of government, finds himself, after joining one phase of that government, in what appears to be a
highly developed totalitarian
state. Ordinarily, he discovers
this first when he attempts to
express his reasons for disagree·
ing with an order just given him
by his top sergeant or chief. On
other occasions at this stage of
his training, he will learn that
not only is his opinion not requested, but that he is not even
permitted to state it.
He has lost the freedom of
·peech and he didn't have a
chance to fight for it. That's the
first jolt. Later, he will find thi
fteedom is slowly restored, but
never completely.
As his horizons broaden, the
recruit finds something else that
is highly undemocratic: a caste
system is flourishing right here
in the United States Government. He notices first that his
sergeant, who seemed to be unattainably high on the ladder of
command, takes orders from the
officer who heads the company.
Between the officer and the ser-
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geant is some barrier. Despite
their common problems, the officer and the sergeant don't go
around together socially; they
don't play cards together in the
drill hall; they don't even eat at
the same place. I£ the recruit
should get the opportunity, and
if he is perceptive, he will notice
that the same relationship exists
between the company commander and the officer who commands the brigade. These two
may meet socially at large functions but under ordinary circumstances this will be seldom,
and the meeting will be a cordial
one but hardly chummy.
When the 18-year-old worked
in a factory last summer, the
head boss came around on a tour
and stopped to talk to him. He
called him "son" and he asked
about his family. At the University he talked over a personal
problem with the President. And
now, he is with an outfit where
he sees the top man only once
and that at an inspection. Nothing about this commander indicates that he would ever call anyone "son" or ask about one's
family. Whatever it is the recruit is seeing, he has seen nothing like it in civilian life, and he
doesn't like it. It is one of the
strongest shocks of his indoctrination. Frequently he will write
his parents, and once in a while,
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they will write their congressman that an undemocratic class
distinction and a caste system are
in effect at this camp and are
accepted as normal.
ls it a caste system or class distinction? Except in the case of a
few misguided individuals, it is
Jleither. What the recruit is witnessing are some of the external
manifestations o{ the military
concept of command. He will become accustomed to it and he
will perceive it, but he will never
quite understand it. Few do.
Most everyone could list some
of the characteristics of a good
commander. He should be a
good leader of men; he must be
just; he must be professionally
competent. Must he be kind,
considerate, and friendly? He
may be, but he needn't be. Many
veterans will testify that they
have served under commanding
officers who were downright unfriendly but who made excellent
commanders. One of the characteristics most common in the best
of commanders is a type of reserve. The commander may be
kind and considerate but he will
seldom get too close to other officers in his command, and he
will always exhibit a certain reserve when circumstances force
him into close associations with
others.
One of the best places to ob-
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serve the actions of men in general, and of men in command in
particular, is aboard a Navy ship
at sea, for the external trappings
that surround the concept of
command are, of necessity, exaggerated. On a ship, hundreds of
men, on a very routine schedule,
are confined in a relatively small
space and they are living and
working closely with many others
who are either above or below
them on the chain of command.
Conditions are ideal for something to go wrong.
On the top of that chain of
command is the captain. Here
he is, hundreds of miles from
shore and the eyes of his superiors. He knows well that if his
ship sinks, his chances of survival
are no better, and probably
worse, than those of an apprentice seaman. This would be a
good time, then, to relax and be
one of the boys. Perhaps after
dinner with the officers he could
have a bridge game or a game of
Acey-Duecy. That's little enough
for a man to ask who is shouldered with the responsibilities o( a
command.
•
Strangely enough, it works just
the opposite way. Aboard ship,
the captain is often farther removed from his officers and men
than he is ashore. On most ships,
and on every Navy ship where
space permits, the captain doesn't

even eat with the officers. He has
his own galley and his own stewards and, as a rule, he doesn't
eat quite as well a the officers in
the wardroom just ten feet from
his cabin. On ships with a Flag
aboard-a "Flag" is a command,
for example, of a group of ships
of the same type or of a task
force, usually headed by a Commodore or an Admiral-the captain and the Flag officer don't
eat together. Each has a separate
galley and different stewards. On
one occasion, the captain of our
ship attended Annapolis at the
same time, though three years
behind, the Commodore heading
the Flag, and they were personal
friends. Just the same, each kept
to his own quarters and to his
own food.
Upon occasion the Navy has
had to justify this peculiar behavior. It is difficult to do, because it all goes back to the concept of command, and that is almost impossible to explain if a
person hasn't experienced it.
The officer in command must
give orders. The Flag officer will
give orders to the captain, and
the captain will give orders to
his officers. Under battle conditions, these orders must be given
quickly. Some of these orders
may mean death or injury to the
man receiving the order. lf the
commanding officer is too famil-
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tar with the man who receives
the order, if, for instance, he
knows all about the man's wife
and family, knows his personal
life, and has had many friendly
discussions with him, just the
giving of the order will be diffi·
wlt. And after giving it, an emo·
tional strain will develop. The
thought may run through his
mind: what will I tell this man's
wife if this order leads to his
death? He can picture the wife
and the children, for he has met
them. Obviously, this train of
thought, intensified as more and
more orders are given, will affect
adversely his ability to conduct a
·w inning battle.
And · the man who receives the
order will be affected too. If he
is too familiar with the captain,
tf he thinks of him mainly as a
human being capable of error, if
he has found the captain wrong
in his judgment during friendly
discussions, he is going to doubt
the captain's order, particularly
if his own life is at stake. When
he doubts, he hesitates. He will
never feel confident. All of these
moods and actions will, in turn,
affect the other men. Few battles
have ever been won by men who
doubted the wisdom of their
orders, or who were not confi·
dent, or who hesitated.
1\'o text book I have ever seen
gives quite this definition and
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explanation for the concept of
command. Few are the non-fiction books that have caught this
elusive concept and made it clear
to others. But at least one novelist has understood the concept
and explained it as clearly as it
has ever been explained. He is
Marcus Goodrich and his novel
i' entitled Delilah.
Surprisingly, Delilah is not a
war story, nor is it a recent novel.
Delilah is the name of an old
four-stacker, coal-b u r n i n g destroyer operating in the Pacific
in 1917, a few months prior to
World War I. Also surprisingly.
Goodrich, who served on a similar ship in that period, did not
have his novel published until
1941. For 24 years he worked
over his story, and the signs of
careful workmanship are evident.
When Rinehart & Company published Delilah in 1941, it sold
50,000 copies. They may still be
printing it, as is Bantam Books
which brought it out a year or so
ago as a Bantam Giant.
· Delilah is one of those rare, excellent novels that stands · up
upon re-reading; in fact, it still
furnishes entertainment and information when read more than
twice. If you haven't read it, I
recommend strongly that you do
so. It is almost entirely a story
o[ men, though in a certain
sense, it is dominated by a wo-
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man, since Delilah, being a ~hip,
is a "she". The Navy it describes
has changed greatly but the men
in it and the concepts haven't.
'Within the framework of this
fascinating novel, Goodrich has
explained much more than just
the concept of command. He is
adept at interpreting the basic
causes of certain attitudes held,
not only by Navy men, but by
men in the Army and in the Air
Force as well. If you were perplexed by some of the attitudes
held by veterans upon their return from ' 'Vorld \Var lJ or Korea, you can be enlightened by
Delilah. It is conceivable that
you'll know more about those attitudes, after reading the novel,
than the men who had them.
Goodrich has managed to include and describe clearly most
of the things peculiarly military
that the recruit discovers on en-

ttring the service today. However, he also cm·ers many traditions and customs no longer in
effect, because of changes in the
last decade. He is writing about
men who are regulars in the service, and not about recent recruits, but the initial impact of
1he service on the individual is
much the same.
The one thing Delilah does
11ot explain is how men can
unuergo experience
imilar to
Ll1ose described and still come
c·ut without permanent mental
\Ltrs. I can't explain it either. l
\lould s ugge~t. though, that the
Jllilitary forces, partly through
experience, part I~ through acci·
dent, are better at conditioning
and training men than we've
ever given them credit for being.
.Hut 1 doubt that anyone will
agree with me.

J
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The Strange Return of God
By 0. P.

When Gabriel lifts the final
trumpet to his lips, there will be,
I am quite sure, a bemused
young historian in a corner of a
great library trying desperately
to make some sense out of the
first half of the twentieth century. His mood, I am equally
sure, will be one of bewilderment and incredulous amazement. Has there ever been an
hour in the history of man more
dissonant, more complex, more
silly and more tragic than these
past fifty years? The atomic
bomb and Walt Disney, Stalin
and Shirley Temple, rats in laboratories and in Washington,
Hitler and Dr.
Kinsey-the
names alone evoke the vertigo of
a merry-go-round out of control.
Ours has been the era of wonderrul nonsense, incredible horror,
beautfiul shoddiness, and unprecedented cruelty. Gabriel will
have to stay his trumpet if the
historian of the future is to find
rhyme and reason in the days of
our years.
And yet certain patterns will
emerge clearly enough. To one
of these The CRESSET hopes to
devote some of its pages during
the next few months. Perhaps we
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can take a little priqe in the fact
that almost fifteen years ago
The CRESSET already pointed
out that the greatest single fact
of the Twentieth century: beneath and beyond our recurring
military and economic crises was
the profound change in the intdlectual and spi• 1tual climatP.
of the Western World. The false
gods of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were falling in
the marketplaces of the mind
and the noise of their falling was
great. The immediate result of
their dying was a new chance for
historic Christianity to speak
horizontally, with power and intelligence, to the intellectuals of
one time who had turned away
from the foolishness of the
Manger and the offense of the
Cross. In short, God came back.
Of course, He had never really
heen gone. Eyes blinded by the
brilliant false glare of our intellecual and scientific progress had
momentarily failed to see Him.
When the lights went down and
the stage of history. was clearly
visible once more, men saw Him
again, standing in the wings, controlling, directing and dominating the passing of time and the
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destinies of men. The meek and
pure in heart had always seen
Him there; now also the proud
and mighty saw Him with homesick eyes. A few powerful and respected voices-Chesterton, Eliot,
Lewis, .Joad, Niebuhr-began to
speak of Him, and our intellectual world, tired and ashamed,
listened. God came back to the
University Club and Publisher's
Row and many were glad to have
Him there again.
How did all this happen?
There were, of course, several
stages. The first, as always, was
a complete disillusionment with
any possible alternatives to the
God Who had been lost. Evolution, Progress, Science, Things,
Success, Marxism, Security disappeared in the agony of Pearl
Harbor and the blitz over London. Bombs of hate raining on
children from an unheeding sky
could not possibly be reconciled
with the gospel of the false gods.
The world learned again that
when the gods of wrong fight
among themselves, men must die.
Thoughtful skeptics and agnostics everywhere began to examine
the ground on which they were
standing and found it to be a
wasteland. Mr. T. S. Eliot gave
voice to their sense of desolation:
"Here is no water but only rock
Rock and no water and the
sandy road

The road winding
above
among the mountains
Which are mountains of rock
without water
If there were water we should
stop and drink
Amongst the rock one cannot
stop or think
Sweat is dry and feet are m
the sand
If there were only water
amongst the rock ... "
This despairing disillusionment with the alternatives to
God was naturally most evident
at first among the intellectuals
of the Western World. Whatever
else one may think of intellectuals, it is undoubtedly true that
at their best they live more sensitively in the world of ideas and
social change than the groundlings who subsist on comic books
and television. A litenite person
1s much more quick to see a
basic incongruity, to sense a
shoddy lie, to hear the ebb and
flow of the rip-tides of history.
If they are often the first to
come under the spell of new
scientific, social and political
mythologies, they are also the
first to sense their failures when
God begins to employ His mysterious agency of suffering and
pain.
This ts particularly of the
four eloquent and
relevant
figures-Chesterton, Eliot, Lewis,
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Joad-whom the CRESSET proposes to examine during the
coming months. Returning to
the faith from various dark corners of our wasteland they represent a much larger group of literate men and women who are
thoroughly honest intellectually
and highly respected scholars in
their own fields of competence.
These are no little waifs returning in tears from the wasteland;
these are men of stature and wis·
dom and courage who come out
of the swamps of modernity
ready, willing, and able to pour
contempt on the false gods whom
they had seen during their years
in a far country. Of course, none
of them has seen the whole
truth; but what they have seen
and said is infinitely better than
anything the intelligentsia have
heard these many years. Once
more the literate man and
women of our time has been
brought up sharp, face to face
with the great song of the Gospel, the everlasting Love and the
eternal Lover.
And one of the most curiousand most welcome-factors in the
situation is that these new defenders of the faith have gone at
their task with such manifest
relish and joy. They descended
on the arrested liberals of the
nineteenth century with a whoop
and a holler which was heard
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around the world. For many
years the Christian had become
accustomed to hearing his faith
ridiculed, his creeds dismissed
with contempt, his God scorned
in the manner of Calvary. Suddenly the tables were turned.
The callow University instructor
who had reserved his best barbs
for the Christian faith in order
to demonstrate his superiority
over his "unsophisticated" students found himself the target of
the amused contempt of a major
writer, a good philosopher, a
leading poet, and an Oxford don.
Between them they used every intellectual weapon which had
been turned against the Christian faith-and with remarkable
effectiveness. David had become
stronger than Goliath and the
woods resounded w i t h the
wounded cries of fleeing Philistines. It became "fashionable" to
talk about religion and faith
honestly and intelligently. To
discuss theology-one had to
know some theology-an unheard
of requirement during the debates between belief and unbelief in the early years of the
twentieth century.
But there was . more in the
whole matter than the joy of intellectual jousting. After all,
these articulate heralds of a returning God had been prodigals
themselves. They were as much
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concerned to fortify their own
souls and the souls of others as
to confound their intellectual
adversaries. It is probably true
that a Christian affirmation can
always be most effectively defended by one who has a personal memory of the difficulty of
maintaining it and the force of
the exception that may be taken
to it. The argument then has all
the high moving persuasiveness
of a statement which the defender has had to make to his own
soul. This was part of the secret
of St. Paul, St. Augustine, and
Martin Luther. The memory of
the road they themselves had
travelled was much too warm for
them to be anything but deeply
convicted of the reality of their
discovered God and fervently
committed to the task of bringing Him to others farther down
the road.
This led to something quite
unnprecedented in English and
American literature- at least
s!nce John Donne: the joyous,
intellectual, sophisticated (in the
best sense of the word) attempt
to "evangelize the literate." In a
score of books and plays they
rang the changes on the relevance of the Christian Gospel to
the needs of post-modern man. It
is true, of course, that many of
their statements were read by
professional theologians w i t h

lifted eyebrows. They belonged
in the vestibule of the Church
rather than in the chancel; but
they were remarkably effective in
puncturing intellectual balloons,
dismaying Wormwood, and setting the feet of men on the long
journey to the City of God.
Only from this point of view
can their work be proper! y
judged and truly appreciated.
We who are separated from the
scene by the veil of nearness are
likely to forget the many strange
notions, the curious heresies,
born of the years of forgetfulness,
which cluttered the modern
mind. Consider, for example, the
quite generally accepted idea
that Change is synonymous with
Progress. In one form or another
this heresy was-and is-behind
the shallow optimism with which
so rnany men and women viewed
the course of history-an optimism which still finds a nursing
home in many A me r i c a n
churches. Chesterton demolishes
the notion: "We are all wearily
aware that some Modern Churchmen call continuous change
progress; as when we remark that
a corpse crawling with worms has
an increased vitality; or that a
snowman, slowly turning into a
puddle, is purifying itself of its
accretions." There were many
others like this. The false gods
'\ere h ydra-headed. They had
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flourished too long to be easily
eliminated from the scene.
Perhaps the most difficult task
for these evangelists of the literate was a frontal attack on the
modern mind where it was at its
best-in its sincere quest for
truth, its respect for a fact, its
cool empiricism. This was the
most admirable thing about the
lost children of the eighteenth
century, but it was not Christianity. Even today it is the
hump in the road to the Cross
where many intellectuals stumble. Truth, they have learned, is
something to be sought in sweat
and tears, something to be earned with the hard coin of the
mind. 'Vhat then is all this talk
<tbout a Truth-the highest truth
- freely given? What is this
strange doctrine that we must become like children before God
comes to us? Must we really believe 111 belief? John Baillie
posed the problem-and the
answer:
"God is not really found until
we find not merely One Whom
we have long sought and could
not find, but One Who has all
the time been seeking us and
'Vhom we have all the time
been attempting to elude. If
we eek God and think we cannot find Him, the question '"e
should put to ourselves is
whether, even as we seek, there
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is not One Who is seeking us
and '!\'hose solemn demands
we are attempting to evade.
Then the quest fm· G.od is likely to tum into a quest for that
in us which p1·events our being
found by Him. And with that
we have drawn much nearer to
the reality of the human situation. No man really believes
so long as he can help believing . ...It is not that by some
great effort I am able to attain to belief, but that by no
effort however great am J able
to avoid it."
Perhaps this will be the greatest and best epitaph over the
graves of these evangelists of the
intellectual: "They m ad e it
111uch, much harder not to believe." It is impossible to make
the Gospel intellectually acceptable; it is madness to try to make
it palatable to natural man, however disillusioned. But it is a
great and good thing to cry again
and again that it is unique-that
it has no good alternatives-that
it is relevant to our conditionthat in it there is hope and life
[or a hopeless and dying age.
This these new voice have tried
to do. Behind them is the Spirit
o[ God, working in the hearts of
men, causing them to die to live
again in the momentary foolishness of the Cross and the eternal
wisdom of the Throne.

The Public Schools, The Law,
and The Standard Version
CALVIN

In the not too friendly controversy over the reading of the
Bible in our public schools, it
has been generally assumed that
the King James Version was the
Protestant Bible, and, therefore,
sectarian in the eyes of both Jews
and Roman Catholics. Will the
publication of the scholarly Revised Standard Version make any
difference? It is authorized by
the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in the U .S.A.
Will the authority back of this
Version, will the fourteen years
of research and scholarly investigation make it any less objectionable to those who opposed the
King James Version?
And what of the claims made
by Ernest Cadman Colwell with
reference to the accuracy of any
existing text of the New Testament? And, again, will the proposed work of the joint Committee of Amencan and British
scholars, who are to investigate
all available manuscripts, and
eventually give us an "accurate"
text, make any noticeable difference in the acceptance of the
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New Testament by Jew, Protestant, and Roman Catholic?
The Utah branch of the Mormons accept as their Bible the
King James Version, "insofar as
it is accurate." The Missouri
branch o[ Mormons accept only
their "Inspired Version." One
wonders what attitude these two
groups will take toward the Revised Standard Version, and
what reactions they might have
to its use in public schools.
In the number of questions _it
raises, and in the possible reverberations it could possibly have,
the claim of the publicity in connection with the Revised Standard Version, namely, that it is
the "Greatest Bible News in 341
Years," may be unquestionably
true.
Roman Catholics have become
increasingly interested in both
the Old and New Testaments,
and such work as Msgr. Knox's
and others have been telling evidence of that interest. Alexander
Jones's "Unless Some Man Show
Me" (1951) is further indication
that Rbman scholars are ventur-
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ing more and more into textual
criticism. The very title of Margaret T. Monro's "En joying The
New Testament," (1945) is indicative of the widening interest
in reading the Bible. Last year
the Roman Catholics set aside a
whole week, known as Bible
Week, for special emphasis on
wider reading of the Bible by
the laity.
I believe it is true that Roman
Catholics showed no opposition
to the Bible in the public school
until they were refused public
aid for their parochial schools.
Federal aid to education has
been repeatedly opposed largely
on the basis of religious education and the Bible in education.
The matter of which Bible is
used may not be the crucial point
in the controversy, but it does
afford a strong battling point.
(I) According to Thayer, "Catholics have joined liberal-minded
Protestant , Atheists, and Jews
in the attempt to banish the
Bible and religious instruction
from the public schools."
Obviously the point of controversy is not which Bible, so much
as any Bible. If that is true, then
the controversy is not apt to become less fierce when the Revised Standard Version appears.
1.

Thayer, V. T. Religion in Public Edacation, p. 39
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Unfortunately, it would seem
that those doing battle are more
concerned with winning the figh t
for their side than they are in
the kind of language found in
the Version. Unfortunately, also,
they eem more concerned about
winning the battle for their side
than they are in the obvious resu lt of preventing our youth
hom getting even a bowing acquaintance with the one Book
that has influenced all civilization, whether Christian or pagan.
Strangely enough, both protagonists arc~ quite willing to have
their children taught about the
escapades of the Greek and Roman gods and goddesses, but not
about the true God. The children are allowed to have and
are encouraged to study Plutarch's "Lives," and Boswell's
"Johnson," for biography is a
reputable study, but the children
<lre not permitted to study the
Life of the most important Man
that ever lived-Jesus Christ.
These are just a few of the inconsistent outcomes, but withal
not commendable results, of the
controversy.
In the popular mind, one
finds the confusion that Bible
reading in the public schools
and religious instruction are one
and the same thing. True
enough, wherever religious instruction is given, whether on re-
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leased time, or by any of the
other means, the Bible is read,
and naturally so. It is the basis
of Protestantism, and certainly
with the Jewish people The Holy
Scriptures are basic. But it does
not follow that wherever there is
Bible reading there is religious
cduca tion. In most juvenile libraries one will find copies of
"Tell Me About God," "Tell Me
About Jesus," and "Tell Me
About The Bible." Usually we
also find the Petersham "Christ
Child." Children may read these
books; parents may read them;
teachers may read them. Yet we
do not think of these books as
being informational books intended primarily for religious
education. They are books of
background for any child. Likewise we have Julie Bedier's "My
Book About God," and her "Lots
Of Brothers And Sisters." Both
are Roman Catholic recommended, but we find them among the
children's books in our public
schools.
These are all books founded
on the Bible. They are literally
the "First Course in the Bible"
for children, nevertheless, we do
not think of religious education
when we recommend
them.
There is the Jewish "A *B*C
Book," definitely intended for
Jewish; yet in my work in the
field of children's literature I

recommend the book for public
schools. 1£ we can teach our little
children to understand that all
boys and girls, white, black, or
yellow, Protestant, Jew, or Roman Catholic, are much alike
the world over we shall be laying a foundation for religious
and racial tolerance. The King
James Version follows in the Old
Testament very closely the Jewish Holy Scriptures. I doubt that
the Revised Standard Version of
the New Testament differs so
very widely from either the Confraternity or the "\.Yestminster.
except in matters of linguistic
usage, and the slant given in the
footnotes.
T h o s e counteropposed to
Bible reading argue that since
the King James version is the
version most commonly used, it
is a Protestant religious book and
to read it in public schools is a
violation of the equal right of
conscience. When the Gideons
offered to distribute thousands
of Bibles in the Detroit public
schools, the Board of Education
turned down the offer. Their explanation was that Protestants
have no more right to use the
public schools for sectarian purposes than have the Jews, Roman
Catholics, and atheists. If the
King James Version is Protestant,
and if reading the Bible is a sectarian act, then the decision of
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the Board of Education goes un- IJe fostered more rapidly if the
questioned. But those are some- children have some knowledge of
what vulnerable "ifs". But then, a standard, some sort of Guide
Dr. Vivian T. Thayer, leader of Book. I suspect neither Dr.
the New York Society for Ethical Thayer nor Dr. Teeters would
culture, (1) thinks "The use of deny that we have no better
the Lord's Prayer in the public standard than the Bible.
school is but a camel's nose for
Unless there is some basis of
a larger program. . ." It would
truth
generally accepted, it
seem to the present writer that a
would
seem
strange that parovery similar "camel's nose" has
hial
schools
lay
much stress ,on
already been poked into the tent
both
Bible
reading
and religious
" ·hen we read l\filton's ParaThe
Orthodox
Jew
instruction.
dise Lost and give credit for it;
finds
it
necessary
still
to
teach
when we study JOB as a great
maHerpiece of literature, and his children the Torah. In the
give credit for it. Other noses are Jewish Day Schools cropping up
too numerous to count. I serious- here and there in our larger
ly doubt that many Protestants cities, the children are given inwould make a point of whether struction in their Holy Scripthe children included the dox- · tures. In Dorothy F. Zeligs's
ology as Matthew gives the "The Story Bible-in Two VolLord's Prayer, or dropped it as mnes," the author is careful to
the Prayer is given elsewhere in make selections in the light of
modern child psychology. She
the Gospels.
says her effort is not to teach
Thayer quotes Dr. Negley K. "anything that will later have to
Teeters as saying, ". . . mere be unlearned." That means she
knowledge of the Bible is not in rules out material that may be
i tseH sufficient to insure charac- "emotionally disturbing" to the
ter growth," and I am sure those children. And one noticeable
who have worked with children, omission is the story of the sacrieither in the public schools or in fice of Isaac.
g r o ups
religious education
Do we not have here an exwould agree with Dr. Teeters. In ample of a knowledge of child
fact, I do not know that any one p~ychology playing its part in the
has said that it would. On the What and the How of teaching
other hand, common sense would
I. "Camel's Nose?" TIME, XLIX (Februtell us that character growth can
ary 10, 1947) I>. 61.
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the Bible in our schools? In our
very homes? Miss Zeligs thinks
first of the child who is to hear
the stories.
If we can bring to our discussion a scholarly, a psychologically
sound approach, it is possible
that we can make it permissible
for our children to have some
direct acquaintances with the
Bible. The Revised Standard
Version is in language that our
children can understand. I can
not see, nor can I agree, that the
reading of such a Version will
hasten the camel into the tent.
Nor can I see that it destroys a
single brick in that imaginary
wall of separation of church and
state.
"A free-orbed education,"
Daniel Marsh says, "whatever
else it requires, demands that
you have an acquaintance with
one certain Book . . .," for "the
teachings of the Bible, if heeded,
will avail not only for personal
salvation, but also for social redemption . . . . " (1) This is the
Hook, as many o( us know, that
Queen Victoria sent to the Indian Prince, on the .fly-leaf of
which she had written: "This
book is the secret of England's
glory."
Could that be also the explanation of England's great poets?
'"' e are told that Shakespeare

makes 200 references to the Bible
in his plays, and named his
daughters for two characters in
the Apocrypha. To read either
Browning or Tennyson without
some knowledge of the Bible is
to miss a large part of what they
~ay.
When considering candidates for the Poet Laureate of
England, some objected to John
Masefield because of his being
too steeped in religion. What
would our own John Greenleaf
Whittier be without his religious
and moral background? No one
can read anything that Abraham
Lincoln wrote or said without
sensing even in his style the influence of the King James Version.
Coming more directly to the
history of our own country, and
to its education in particular, we
find our forefathers eager to
have all educated so that all
could read the Bible. The study
of the Bible formed an essential
part of religious instruction in
colonial times. It is now general
knowledge among all who know
anything about our early schools
that Th e New England PTime1'
was definitely Bible-centered,
and the Horn-Book was nothing
more than a still simpler version.
1.

"The Indispensable Book," The Journal
of The National Education Association.
XXXIV (November, 1945) p. 156.
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The first book published in the
New World was John Cotton's
"Milk For Babes, Drawn out of
the Breasts of Both Testaments,"
which appeared in 1646.
It doesn't matter greatly whose
fault it was that the Bible and
religious instruction have been
dropped from our public schools.
·w hat does matter is that neither
has a noticeable place there at
present. What does matter is
what can be done to restore at
least the Bible, and that for the
sake of our own children. No
one can predict what the higher
courts will have to say about the
Revised S tan dar d Edition,
whether to read it in our schools
will be a sectarian act or not. I
do not believe any ruling, or any
argument which rests exclusively
on the King James Version's being sectarian will hold for the
Revised Standard.
We hear much these days
about bearing down hard on our
teaching of Democracy in our
schools. We are to build into the
lives of the young just what our
Freedoms mean. It was Thomas
Jefferson who said, "The Bible
is the corner-stone of liberty." It
was Ulysses S. Grant who added,
"To this Book we are indebted
for the progress made in our civilization, and to this Book we
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must look as our guide in the
future." Would it not seem
strange that there could be any
law which would prevent our
youth from hearing read this
"corner-stone of liberty," or "our
guide in the future?" It would
seem commonsensical that we
should expect intelligent parents
to be willing to set aside any
whims that obviously interfere
with their own children's development.
For the last fifteen years, it has
been the pleasure of the writer
to teach a course in the Literature and Origin of the Bible. In
that class have been Roman
Catholics, Lutherans, Episcopalians, Baptists, Methodists, graduates of Bible schools, and Campbellites. To my knowledge, no
one has been offended, no one
has had his faith undermined.
As soon as the Revised Standard
Version became available, I used
it in the class. It remains along
with the Jewish Holy Scriptures,
the "Inspired Version," the
Douay Bible, the Confraternity
New Testament, Knox's Translation, the King James Version,
the American Translation, and
the American Revised Version.
My aim is to show the students
How To Read The Bible, regardless o~ its particular label.
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RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR APPRAISING THE REVISED STANDARD
VERSION OF THE BIBLE
Prepared by the National Council of the Churches of Christ, U.S.A.
MATERIALS AVAILABLE FROM THE
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
1. "An Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of the New Testament,"
by the Committee, 1946, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 19 E. 47th St., New York
17, N. Y., 25c.
2. "An Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of the Old Testament,"
by the Committee, 1952, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 25c.
3. Craig, Clarence T., "Translating the Bible for Today," pamphlet, 10c.
4. "Some Facts About the Revised Standard Version of the Bible," 1953. Free.
(Mimeographed statements with five specific statements on the RSV translation of lsa. 7:14, Matt. 6:13, Col. 1:14 and I John 5:7.)
5. "An Open Letter Concerning the Revised Standard Version," 1953. Free.
(Printed pamphlet answering questions about the RSVB.)
ANSWERS TO CRITICISMS OF THE REVISED
STANDARD VERSION FROM MEMBER DENOMINATIONS
1. Browne, Benjamin P., "Shall We Reject the New Revised Standard Version
of the Bible?" American Baptist Pub. Soc., 1703 Chestnut 'St., Phila. 3,
Pa. Free.
2. Hoff, Ernest G., "The R evised Standard Version, Can We D epend On it?"
Two articles in the Gospel Messenger, Mar. 7, 14, 1953. 22 S. State St.,
Elgin, Ill.
3. Praetorius, E. W., "The Revised Standard Version," Evangelical United
Brethren Church, 1900 Knott Bldg., Dayton 2, Ohio. (Price not available.)
ANSWERS TO CRITICISMS OF RSVB
FROM VERY CONSERVATIVE CIRCLES
l. Greenlee, J. Harold, "Evangelicals and 'The New Version', "United Evmlgelical Action, Dec. 1, 1952. (Discusses RSVNT.)
2. Griffis, Pau l, "Let's Be Fair About the Versions. An Appraisal of the Criticisms of the Revised Standard Version." The Little White Church, P. 0 .
Box 100, Conklin, N. Y. ( Price not available. )
3. LaSor, W. S., "Isaiah 7: 14-'Young Woman' or 'Virgin'?" Available from
Prof. LaSor, 1790 E. Lorna Alta Dr., Altadena, Calif., 10c. (Scholarly and
definitive )
4. Nelson, Carl J. E., "A Malicious Attack on the Revised Standard Version of
the Bible. A Review of the Booklet 'The New Blasphemous Bible' by Dr.
Gerald B. Winrod and 'The E ye Opener' by ]. ]. Ray," P. 0. Box 1273,
Colorado Springs, Colo. ( 15c per copy; 7 for $1.)
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1. Greenlee, J. Harold, "Evangelicals and 'The New Version'," United Evangelical Action, Jan. 1, 1953. (Discusses RSVOT.)
6. Pearson, Anton T., "The New Version," The Standard, O ct. 31, 1952.
7. Sieber, A. Clay, "Is This Book 'Blasphemous'?" Christian Herald, D ept. W,
27 E. 38th St., New York 16, N.Y. (25c for 4 copies; 4c each for 100or
more.)
RESOURCES FOR UNDERSTANDING AND USING
THE REVISED STANDARD VERSION OF THE BIBLE
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1. Gospel Parallels: A Synopsis of the First Three Gospels, Thomas Nelson
& Sons, 1949. (RSVNT text of the first three Gospels arranged in parallel
columns.)
2. May, H erbert G., Our English Bible in the Making, Westminster Press,
19S2, $2.7 s.
3. Price, Ira M., The Ancestry of Our English Bible, rev. ed., Harper, 1949,
$3.7S. (Adva nced treatment. Last chapter discusses RSVB.)
4. "The R evised Standard Version- A Symposium," Religious Education, JulyAug., 19S2. (Copies available at $1.00 each.)
S. Shroyer, Montgomery ]., Understanding the Scriptures, Thomas Nelson &
Sons, SOc. (Leader's Guide prepared by the Department of Leadership Education of the Division of Christian Education is available to go with this.)
6. "The Speaker's Handbook," Division of Christian Education, N.C.C., 19S2,
SOc. (Booklet prepared for speakers at Observances dedicating the RSVB,
Sept. 30, 19S2.)
7. Swa im, J. Carter, series of devotional articles using RSVNT, 1949-SO issues
of the International Journal of Religious Education .
8. Trever, John C., "h Fresh Approach to Bible R eading," International
Journal of Religious Education, Nov., 19SO. Offprints available at $!.SO
per 100.
'9. . ..... . ... .. , "Preservation of the ~ible Text," IJRE, Feb., 19S3. Offprints available at $2.75 per 100.
10 ................. . . , "The RSV in the Pulpit," Pulpit, Nov., 19S2.
11. . . . . . . . . . . . ....... , Seri es of devotional articles using the RSVOT, 19S3
issues of IJRE (Feb., Mar., Apr., Oct., Nov. and Dec.).
12 ................... , "T eaching with the RSV Bible," I]RE, Mar., 19S3 .
13. Weigle, Luther A., The English New Testament from Tyndale to the Revised Standard Version, Abingdon-Cokesbury, Nashville, Tenn., 1949. (Out
of print; consult Thomas Nelson & Sons.)
VISUAL RESOUR CES ON THE BACKGROUND OF THE RSVB.
I. "Adventure in Ourtown." 67-frame filmstrip on the backg10und of the
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RSVNT. Available from your denominational bookstore, $!.SO.
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2. "The Story of the English Bible." 45 color slides and manuscript, Methodist
Board of Education. (Consult your denominational bookstore.)
3. "Discovering Hidden Treasures: The Story of the Dead Sea Scrolls." 40frame filmstrip in color. Dept. of Audio-Visual and Radio Education,
N.C.C ., $6.50.
4. "Story of Our Bible." 58-frame filmstrip in black and white, with a children's script and a script for adults. Pilgrim Press, $3.00. (Consult your
denominational bookstore.)

SPRING
Wind rubbing gaunt limbs
brushes winter's fringe
from garden and gutter.
Earth shedding its crust
past season's rust shutters worn snow
in rocks, marking
the blending seasons.
Mind fettered by reason
bends to heart's season
and yielding discovers
hope hidden in seedlings
awaiting uncover
with whisperings of Spring.
RITA
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The Faith and The Arts
By

joHN STRIETELMEIER

As a practitioner of one of the
arts, nobody could be more interested than I am in a reconciliation between the church and
the arts. As a friend of the
theatre, I would be especially
happy to see a reconciliation between the church and the art of
the drama. But the very fact that
I use the word "reconciliation"
indicates that I believe that relations between the church and
the theatre are not exactly cordial and I would go beyond that
to say that it is my personal impression that the actual relation
between the church and the
theatre is, at least on the church's
part, one of long-standing suspicion marked, at least periodically, by actual hostility. Certainly
that has been true in the segment
of the Holy Christian Church to
which most of the readers of the
CRESSET belong. Dr. Walther's
views on the theatre, for instance,
are too well known to require
repetition here. It is fair to say
that probably the greater number of Lutherans and of conservative Protestants generally have,
in greater or lesser measure,

agreed with Dr. Walther for
several generations. No better
evidence for the church's suspicion of the dramatic arts could
be found than those awful caricatures of drama which she has
permitted her young people to
stage under the auspices of
church agencies.
It is only fair to say, of course,
that the church's attitude toward
drama has been no more suspicious than it has been toward
most of the other fine arts. Novelists, for instance, have been a
suspect breed as long as there
have been novelists. Sculptors
and painters have not escaped
the suspiciOn of ecclesiastical
authorities and of church people
generally. Even music, the ancient handmaiden of theology,
has not escaped a fairly considerable measure of suspicion.
It has become the fashion for
the artist to meet this suspicion
with mutterings about the middle-class mentality of church
people and the boorishness of
church leaders. And indeed there
is ample justification for such a
defense. For if the artistic stan-
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dards of church people can be
determined from the buildings
in which they have chosen to
worship and the music in which
they have chosen to sing the
praises of their Lord, it must be
admitted that church people of
at least the last century have
shown an almost religious devotion to ugliness and shabbiness.
At least for me, the spectacle of
people gathering in a barn-like
brick structure to sing "Throw
Out the Lifeline" comes very
close to the essence of bad taste.
But my reason for writing these
pages is not to excoriate the
masses of people who have no
way of answering back, but
rather to raise the question of
the extent to which the church
may have been justified in suspecting those of us who are trying to do something in the fine
arts, and especially in
the
theatre.
A decent humility would
prompt us, I am sure, to concede
that if suspicion ex ists, there are
p r o b a b l y some reasonable
grounds for it. Those grounds, it
seems to me, lie in three areas,
interrelated to each other but
distinct enough that we can,
without doing violence to the
wholeness of the picture, examine them separately.
In the first place, I think that
the church has suspected the fine

arts precisely because she has recognized that they are good and
that they are the products of
highly-gifted and, in many cases,
noble-spirited men. Those who
have studied the history of the
church will agree with me, I
think, that the church has never
greatly feared evil, for when men
are confronted with a choice between good and evil the lines are
sharply drawn. One takes his
place either among the sheep or
among the goats, knowing full
well that he has chosen the one
or the other. It is when men are
confronted by the choice between
that which is absolutely good
and that which is merely good
that the church becomes very
much concerned. For while some
men have willingly and knowingly pursued evil, the tragedy of
most men has been that they
have given their affection and
loyalty and devotion to persons
or ideas or things which are in
themselves good but which are
not the Supreme Good. And the
church is vitally concerned that
men pursue nothing less than the
supreme Good.
But the church has another,
and perhaps more important,
reason for viewing the fine arts
with suspicion. It was to the
church that our Lord entrusted
the task of teaching all nations.
In proportion as the church is
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aware of the great responsibility
which this commission has laid
upon her, she has had her suspicions of any agency which
undertakes to teach outside her
framework. For a long time, the
fine arts were employed .by children of the church, operating
within the framework of the
church and, quite often, under
her patronage. The migration of
the arts from the chancel to the
churchyard to the market place
slowly changed the church's view
of the arts from one of approval
and patronage to one of suspicion and, in some cases, of actual hostility.
For what did she see? She saw
men and women trying to say
things about God and man and
the world about them-saying
these things at times wrongly
and, more often, partially and
imperfectly. Particularly in the
case of the theatre, the church
had reason to be seriously concerned by the sort of picture of
man that she saw presented on
the stage. The church was concerned, for instance, by a character such as Othello. With
matchless artistry, Shakespeare
depicted in Othello a tragedy so
profound that few of us can
watch the unfolding of the story
without sensing that we have
stood close to greatness-tragic
greatness, admittedly, but great-
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ness nevertheless. But the church
would have to say that something had been left unsaid and
even unimplied. Nowhere in the
play is there the suggestion that
Othello, the tragic hero, is also
Othello the poor, miserable sinner. Sinner, indeed, he is, but not
poor and miserable. Perhaps
what I am trying to say is that
the church has never been able
to accept a heroic view of the
sinner. Compassion, pity, mercy,
love, forgiveness-all of these she
has been willing and even anxious to extend to any sinner. But
never admiration. In her eyes,
there are no noble sins. All sin
is loathesome and cheap and
shabby and dirty.
This does not quite say what
I want to say. There is obviously
something more calculated to
arouse human sympathy and
understanding in the case of a
noble man driven by jealousy to
murder his wife t-han there
would be in the case of a
drunken stevedore throttling his
mistress. But the sin in either
case is the same. And the sinner
in either case is not heroic but
mean and presumptuous and
contemptible, even as you and I.
In the Christian view of man, the
only heroes in the final and complete sense of that term are the
heroes of faith-whose lives, unfortunately, are so seldom charg-
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ed with any dramatic value. For
what sort of play can you write
about simple men and women
who go about giving the hungry
something to eat and the thirsty
~omething
to drink and the
naked something to wear? Yet
these are the activities which call
forth the Divine "Well done!"
And finally there is a third
rc:l.son why the church has viewed the fine arts with suspicion. I
feel tha t I can state this reason
" ·ithout unduly offending practitioners of the arts because I
hope that I may claim at least
associate membership in their
guild and I shall, therefore, be
directing this charge at a group
o f which, I hope, I am a member. This third reason is that the
line arts have gathered about
themselves men a n d women
whose eccentnotles have, too
often, gone so far as to involve
frivolous or contemptuous attitudes toward the moral law. This
is not, of course, meant to be a
L>lanket indictment of artists,
painters, musicians, actors, noveliHs, and sculptors. Nor am I suggesting that the characteristic
sins of the artist are any more
damnable than the sins of the
farmer, the merchant, or the day
laborer. It is nevertheless true
that sins of passion are probably
more characteristic of the artist
than they are of the general run

of men. This is understandable,
for the practise of art demands
an unusually finely developed
sensitivity and sensitivity seems
to be inseparably associated with
passion. But from the social
standpoint, the sin of passion is
more damaging than are sins
such as gluttony or sloth or selfpride, simply because probably
ninety percent of the human
race gets a vicarious thrill out of
adultery or multiple divorce
which it would not get out of
gluttony or sloth. The element of
offense enters in, you see, and
the church is properly reluctant
to become too intimately associated with fields whose practitioners seem too often either unaware
of or unconcerned by the offense
that they give by their behavior
in their personal lives.
I mention this point because
it is a point that we would
rather not go into. But those of
us who are sincerely interested in
a reunion between the church
and the arts must very frankly
face the problem of the artist as
a person. The Christian faith
cannot concede to any one individual or group special rights
and privileges which she does not
concede to other individuals and
groups. The reunion between the
church and the fine arts must
start with the return of the artist
to the church. That involves
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contrition and repentance, obedience and humility. It means following the example of men like
T.S. Eliot and Graham Greene
who have accepted their talents
as trusts, as tools lent to them for
the performance of an assigned
task and not as possessions to be
used by them at will. The resentment which I detect among artists towards men like Eliot and
Greene forces me to the suspicion that however much we may
hope for a reunion between the
church and the arts, there is actually little probability that we
are going to see that reunion in
our lifetimes. The task that confronts us is a formidable one. But
I would suggest that that is the
best possible reason for undertaking it.
Someone has said that the
primitive church grew and prospered because its members outlived, out-thought, and out-died
the world around them. That, it
would seem to me, is the formula
lJy which the church will reach
out and bring the arts back to
her fellowship-by encouraging
her young men and women to
out-write, out-act, out-think, outlive, and out-die the secular prac-
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titioners of the fine arts. There
I am convinced, a ministry of
art. It is being practised in our
day by artists like Siegfried Reinhardt, by writers like Dorothy
Sayres and C.S. Lewis, by musicians like Albert Schweitzer, by
playwrights like T.S. Eliot, by
poets like W.H. Auden. And it
is significant that each of the persons I have named is eitl1er at
the very top of his field or very
close to the top. They have
shown us what our faith has to
offer to the artist. It is up to us
now to carry on the work that
they have begun.
And the place to begin the
job is the place in which we find
ourselves at the moment. Talent
is talent, whether it happens to
be invested in a forty-year-old or
an eighteen-year-old. The obligation which talent imposes is the
same, irreipective of one's age.
That obligation is to develop
and use one's talent to its limit.
If talented Christians are willing to do the hard work and
undergo the discipline which excellence demands, we could, even
in our own generation, make
long strides toward the reunion
of the church and the arts.
i~,
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Letter from
Xanadu, Nebr.
Dear Editor:
I happened to run into Ottie
Bauer downtown this morning
and seeing him again reminded
me that I've been wanting for
several months to tell you about
what happened to him. It's a real
strange story and there are some
angles to it that I just can't dope
out.
Ottie had some bad luck about
six months ago. He and his family were out of town visiting
relatives and his house caught
fire. Defective wiring or something. Anyway, the place was
pretty much of a mess and Ottie
didn't have any insurance so he
was really on a spot. Well, all of
us know Ottie and his family
and we all liked him so we felt
pretty sorry about his bad luck.
A couple of the guys in the congregation wanted to take up a
collection to help him get back
on his feet but some of our
people felt that it wouldn't be
fitting to start a practise like this
m the congregation because

somebody is a 1 w a y s having
trouble and if you start this sort
of thing there is no end to it.
Besides, we had a hard enough
time as it is last year meeting
the budget and, of course, if
Ottie had had any sense he
would have carried insurance on
his place.
I felt particularly bad about
the whole thing because Ottie
sorta hinted around to me that
he would like to borrow enough
to get his house back in shape
but, of course, I couldn't do him
much good and, anyway, I don't
like to lend money to friends or
members of the congregation because you can get yourself in a
pretty uncomfortable spot doing
that sort of thing. So I just sort
of put him off with a promise
that I would be glad to put in a
word for him with the bank if he
could round up some security. I
knew he couldn't, of course, but
aL least I think he realized that I
would be glad to help him if I
could within the limits of good
business.
Well, here is where the funny
part of the story comes in. There
is an old junk man here in town
named Ginsberg. He's a Jew, as
you might guess from his name,
but he's a good Jew and he
knows his place. He's never tl;ied
tc push himself into society and
he's as honest as his race permits
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in his business dealings. Anyway, old Ginsberg must have
heard about Ottie's trouble because he called Ottie in one day
and asked him how much he
needed to get his house back in
shape and when Ottie told him
he started peeling off twentydollar bills till he had enough to
cover the cost and he told Ottie
that if this didn't cover it he
should come back for more.
Well, you can imagine Ottie's
surprise, especially when Ginsberg told him that all he wanted
from Ottie was an IOU. Ottie
naturally wondered what Ginsberg's angle was but as far a·s we
can make out it's all on the up
and up. All that Ottie signed was
a straight IOU with nothing
said about when it was due or
what rate of interest it carried.
Either old Ginsberg is a one-man
Community Chest or all of this
talk about Jewish cleverness is a
lot of bunk.
Whichever it is, Ottie and his
family are back in their house
and if everything goes well he
ought to have Ginsberg paid off
' m a little over a year. Meanwhile, everybody's wondering
wh at Ginsberg figures to get out
of the deal.
Well, that's the story. The
only other news this month is
the argument that is developing

in the · congregation over another
one of Zeitgeist's crackpot ideas.
Some smooth-talking salesman
sold him on the idea that what
our church needs is a neonlighted cross to hang over the
front door and he won't be
happy now until he gets it. I
have nothing against buying the
cross as such, but there are
plenty of things that we need a
lot worse. For one thing, the
bowling alley in the parish hall
is practically shot and if we don't
do something about it pretty
soon we'll have to replace it altogether. Zeitgeist is always harpmg on stewardship. I told him
the other night at the congregational meeting that it seemed to
me that good stewardship implies that we take care of what
we have first of all before we go
buying more stuff.
But we'll probably buy the
cross eventually. Zeitgeist went
into a song and dance about
"lighting a symbol of the faith to
se-nd out a beam of hope to the
lost and homeless wayfarers of
our world" and you could just
see the boys lap it up. Zeitgeist
should have been a salesman.
Regards,
G. G.

?ltetate

and MUSIC
By

WALTER

A short time ago someone
asked me, "What composition
have you written about most
frequently?"
My answer was, "Georg Frideric Handel's Messiah."
At all events, I have, as a
music critic, written more newspaper reviews about presentations of Messiah-which, by the
way, is the correct title-than
about performances of any other
important work.
"Don't you grow weary of
Messiah?"
"No," I replied. "I never tire
of the great masterpiece. Every
time I hear it I discover in its
pages something entirely new." ·
Masterpieces, you see, are as
abiding in their appeal as they
are permanent and inexhaustible
in their greatness.
Every year I devote hours
upon hours to an intensive restudy of Messiah.
I pity those musicians and
quasi-musicians who, for reasons
utterly beyond my comprehension, make light of, and even
sneer at, one of the greatest and
:18
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What About Handel?
most sublime compositions of all
time.
Because I myself realize with
the utmost keenness that my own
understanding of Handel's almost superhuman skill as a composer is far from complete, I invariably re-examine my views
about the proper way to present
this or that portion of Messiah
whenever I note that they are
different from those held and exemplified by others.
But I rebel instinctively and
without fail when conductors
mar the rhythmical incisiveness
of the Hallelujah Chorus, and
detract signally and tragically
from its spirit of exultation, by
resorting to a broadening of the
pace at the words, "The kingdom
o( this world."
To me it is downright mayhem to mar the magnificent
Hallelujah Chorus by employing
a device so utterly specious,
meretricious, and unmusical.
Handel's music demands incisiveness in the matter of rhythm.
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·M eretricious attempts at ex- sion. Nevertheless, I repeat:
pressiveness prevent it from shin- Handel does not play second
ing forth in all its wonderful fiddle to the mighty Bach.
glory·.
I am not trying to detract to
Many years ago I made a state- the slightest degree from the awement which I wish I could recall. insplnng a n d overwhelming
In fact, I have, for a long time, greatness of Bach. I yield to no
been sitting in sackcloth and one in my admiration of his
ashes because of the words I transcendent genius. But I bewrote, and I am constantly lieve with all my heart that
plagued by Ovid's words, Nes- Handel's skill as a composer was
cit vox missa Teverti ("The sent not one whit inferior to Bach's.
word knows not how to return"). ·
Surely Bach did not excel
How could I ever have written Handel in clarity, fluency, and
that Handel is but a pygmy facility of polyphonic writing.
when compared with Johann SeSurely Bach did not surpass
bastian Bach?
Handel in incisiveness of musical
I know the answer to this expression.
question. When that utterly inSurely Bach did not outstrip
defensible assertion e m e r g e d Handel as a master of melody.
from my brainpan and found its
Do you know what Ludwig
way into print, I did not know van Beethoven said a b o u t
Handel.
Handel? "Handel," he declared,
Yes, I thought at the time that "is the unequalled master of all
l knew Handel. I was completely masters. Go to him and learn,
sincere when I wrote those with small means, how to prowords. But subsequent study of duce such grand effects."
the works and the amazing
In 1823 an Englishman by the
craftsmanship of the composer of name of Edward Schulz paid a
Messiah and many other master- visit to Beethoven. He heard the
pieces has made it clear to me great master say, "Handel ist der
that Handel does not play second g1osste Componist der je gelebt
fiddle to the mighty Bach.
hat" ("Handel is the greatest
Do you consider the statement composer who ever lived").
l have just made reckless and alDo you know that Wolfgang
together sacrilegious? Maybe you Amadeus Mozart, whom no one
do. I cannot, and do not, deny has ever excelled in the art of
you the privilege of reaching, "'' r 1 t 1 n g lucid counterpoint,
and clinging to, such a conclu- thought about Handel? "Han-
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del," Mozart once said, ' "knows
better than any of us what will
make an effect; when he chooses,
he strikes like a thunderbolt."
Gluck set great store by Handel and called him "the inspired
master of our art."
In the Agnus Dei of his Missa
Solemnis Beethoven paid a beautiful tribute to Handel. From the
Hallelujah Chorus in Messiah he
quoted the melodic phrase for
the words "And He shall reign
forever and ever" and applied it
to the prayer "Donna nobis
pacem" ("Grant us peace").
I know that Hector Berlioz
had no fondness for Handel's
Messiah and that both Franz
Liszt and Richard Wagner were
in agreement with Berlioz.
But neither did Berlioz have a
pronounced liking for the music
of Bach.
Liszt and Wagner, however,
literally worshiped Bach's transcendent genius.
You will . find some-perhaps
many-who agree with my own
deeply regretted statement that
Handel was but a pygmy when
compared with Bach. But at the
risk of boring you with a truism
which I have put on paper countless times I must say again that
the study of music thrives on differences of opinion.
Bach's music is known far
more widely today than Han-

del's. To me this is a sad state of
affairs-not because I do not
want to see Bach's works known
even more extensively than they
are, but because Handel's compositions merit in every way the
same good fortune .
I realize that there is little or
no chance of having Handel's
many operas produced in our
land. To stage and present them
would require the expenditure
of huge amounts of money. Besides, the libretti for which Handel composed music would, in all
likelihood, have no prolonged
box-office appeal in our time.
Yet Handel's operas are a veritable treasure trove of wonderful
music. Conductors and singers
should dig and delve in that marvelous storehouse of abiding
beauty. They-and their audiences-would be richly rewarded.
Handel sometimes wrote music
that was-and is-as dry as dust.
So did Bach.
One does not honor a great
composer by insisting that no dry
melodies ever came from his pen.
But both Handel and Bach invariably couched their dry melodies in wonderfully masterful
writing.
In my opmwn, Handel's directness of musical expression is
unsurpassed. This, I "f?elieve, is
incontrovertible proof of abiding
greatt~ess. This characteristic ele-
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vates even hack-writing to a lofty
plane .
In those compositions by Bach
which, to my thinking, represent
hack-writing pure and simple I
discover amazing fluency of expression. For this reason they arc
thrilling in spite of the dryness
of their melodies.
\Vhen I think I am aware of
hack-writing in the music of
Handel, 1 find the same directness, straightforwardness, and
simp! icity of expression which
fills me with unbounded admiration when I read, and listen to,
tho e works from his pen that
are, beyond question, masterpieces of the first order.
1 thrill to the astounding
craft manship of Max Reger and
Paul Hindemith. But Reger and
Hindemith literally exude learning.
Handel's art evinces learning
that is equally great. But it never
pub that learning on display.
Handel, like Bach, was a master of deftly contrived symbolism. 1\1. essiah contains numerous
examples of his mastery in the
art of symbolic writing.
For years numerous organizations have been devoting {esti,·ab to the music of Bach. I hope
they continue to do so. It is impo~ ible
to overemphasize the
importance of such festivals. But
where, pray, and when do Han-
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del festivals take place in our
land-apart from many annual
presentations of jVfessiah?
Give Handel a chance. He will
not disappoint you. He will give
you many a thrill.

RECENT RECORDINGS
SEBASTL\N BACH. Suites for
Orchestra (Nos . 1, 2, 3, and 4). The
RCA Victor Orchestra under Fritz
Reiner.-Two 12-inch discs. Wonderfully vivid recording. Crystalline
playing. Bach's greatness as a melodist is particularly apparent in his
orchestral suites. 33 1/3 rpm . RCA
Victor LM-6012.

joHANN

SEBASTIAN BACH. Sonata in
A Minor and Partita in D Minor, for
Violin Alone. Rolph Schroeder,
violinist.-This fine recording is
especially noteworthy
because
Schroeder uses the curved-or Bachian-bow, which makes it possible
for an artist actually to play chords
on the violin. The recording was
made in September, 1952, in the
Parish Church at Gunsbach, Alsace,
under the supervision of Dr. Albert
Schweitzer, who contributes an illuminating essay on the curved bow.
Schroeder, by the way, has perfected
a mechanical device which enables
him to usc the curved bow without
subjecting the thumb of his right
hand to the muscular strain which
is bound to result when the thumb
alone is used to hold the hair taut
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or to relax the pressure. 33 1/3 rpm.
Columbia ML-4745.
ScRIABIN. Poem of Ecstasy. FRANZ LISZT . Les Prelud es .
ThP Boston Symphon y Orches tra
under Pierre Montcux. - Wonderfully brilliant and realistic recording. Stunning readings. 33 1/3 rpm.
RCA Victor LM-1775 .

ALEXANDER

lLYICH TcHAIKOVSKY.
Ballet
Suite: Aurora's Wedding, as arranged by Serge Diaghilcff. Hu moresque, Op. 10, No. 2 and Solitude,
Op. 73, No. 6, as transcribed b y
L eopold Stokowski. - Stokowski and
his specially selected symphony orchestra give fine readings of this
tun eful music. The recording is
breath-taking in its brilliance a nd
realism. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor
LM-1774.

PETER

CoPLA!\D. Apj;alachian Spring
a nd El Salon Mexi co. The Boston
Symphony Orchestra under Serge
Koussevitzky. - This is a Treasury
re-recordin g. The two compositions
r epres<'nt Copland at his best. Still
there see m to be evidences of
chroni c constipation- if one may
speak of music as being afflicted
with such a malady. 33 1/3 rpm.
RCA Victor LCT-1134.

AARON

VAN BEETHOVEN. Symphony
No. 3, in E Flat Major, Op. 55
( Eroica). The Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra under Wilhelm Furtwangler. - A thought-provoking reading.
Furtwa ngl cr is a great conductor,
but his fr equ ent tempo fluctuations
cause me to scratch my head in
wondl'r. 33 l / 3 rpm. RCA Victor

LUDWIG

J

LJ-IMV-1044.
EovARD J-IA GE RUP GRIEG. Concerto
for Pia no and Orchestra, in A
lvfino r, 0 p. ]6. FELIX MENDEL S S OI! N -BARTHOLDY. Concerto No. I,
for Pian o and Orchestra, in G
M inor, Op. 25 . Ania Dorfmann,
pianist, with th e Robin Hood D ell
O rc h·: stra of Philadelphia und er
Erich Leinsdorf. - Fine performan ces. Excell ent recording. 33 1/3
rpm. RCA Vi ctor Bluebird LBClO+:J .

i

Concerto in
D Majo r, for Violin and Orchestra,
Op. 61. Albert Spalding, violinist,
with the Austrian Symphony Orchestra under Wilhelm Loibner. This recording was made in Vienna
a few months before the great
American violinist's sudden death.
The performance is memorable.
33 I / 3 rpm. Remington R-199-144.

LuDWIG VA N BEETHOVEN.

AND ENCORES. Introduction,
Passacaglia, and Fugue, by Max
Reger; Ro11do in D Major, by Carl
Maria von W eber, arranged b y
Pierre Luboshutz;
Rondo in C
Major, Op. 73, by Frederic Chopin;
Perp etua l Motion (based on
Bra hm's Ver gebliches Stand chen),
by Mischa Portnoff; Largo al fac-
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Concerto
No. 4, in G Major, for Piano and
Orchestra, Op. 58. Artur Schnabel,
pianist, with the Philharmonia Orchestra under Issay Dobrowen. Another Treasury re-recording. The
performance is masterful. 33 I /3
rpm. RCA Victor LCT-11 31.
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tatum, from Rossini's The Barber of
Seville, arranged by Kovacs. Pierre
Luboshutz and Genia Nemenoff,
duo-pianists. -To me it is always
a joy to hear these two artists.
33 113 rpm. Remington R-199-143 .
Sonata
Major (K. 331). JosEPH
HAYDN. Sonata No. 1, in E Flat
Major and Sonata No. 7, in D
M ajar. Leonid Hambro, pianist. Crystal-clear playing beautifully recorded. 33 113 rpm. Remington
R-199-135.

WoLFGANG AMADEUS MozART.

in

A

L'Assedio di Corinto, L'ltaliana i11 Algeri, and L'Inganno felice, by Gioacehino Rossini; Portatore d'acqua, by Luigi
Cherubini; Il segreto di Susanna, by
Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari. The Austrian State Symphony Orchestra under Vittorio Gui. -Superb playing.
Highly sensitive conducting. 33 113
zpm. Remington R-199-142.

GREAT OvERTURES.

VooDOo. Authentic Music and Rhythms of Haiti. Emy de Pradines and
the Haiti Danse Chorus and Orchestra. -A most fascinating disc.
Ten engrossing examples of authentic voodoo music. 33 113 rpm.
Remington R-199-151.
D'rNDY.
Symphony on a
French Mountain Air, for Piano and
Orchestra. CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS.
Concerto No. 5, for Piano and Orchestra, in F Major, Op. 103
(Egyptian).
Fabienne Jacquinot,
pianist, with the Westminster Symphony Orchestra under Anatole Fistoulari. -Artistry of a high order.
33 1/3 rpm. M-G-M E-3068.

VINCENT
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Aurora's
Wedding (Act III of the ballet
Sleeping Beauty). CHARLES GouNOD. Ballet Music from Faust. The
Royal Opera House Orchestra of
Covent Garden, London, under
Warwick Braithwaite. -The able
New Zealand-born conductor presents this fine music with brilliance
and incisiveness. 33 1/3 rpm.
M-G-M E-3052.

PETER lLYICH TCHA!KOVSKY.

MARIE WmoR.
Symphony
No. 6, in G Minor, Op. 42. Richard
Ellsasser, organist, playing the organ
of the John Hays Hammond, Jr.
Museum, Gloucester, Massachusetts.
- Eilsasser is a brilliant organist.
The playing is superb. 33 113 rpm.
M-G-M E-3065.

CIHRLES

AcHILLE DEBUSSY. Estampes
(Soiree dans Grenade, Pagodes, and
]ardins so us la pluie); Suite Bergamasque (Prelude, Clair de lune,
Menuet, and Passepied); Two Arabesques; Reverie; La plus que lente;
La fille aux chevreux de lin. Menahem Pressler, pianist. -Highly sensitive Debussy-playing. 33 1/3 rpm.
M-G-M E-3054.
.

CLAUDE

Suite from the Opera
The Trojans at Carthage (Overture,
Ballet Music, Royal Hunt and
Storm, and Trojan March). MICHAEL GLINKA. Suite from the Opera
Russian and Ludmilla (Overture,
Oriental Dances, Fairy Dances, and
March of the Wi;:;ard). The Berlioz
music is played by the Lamoureux
Orchestra of Paris under Jean Martionon; the selections from Glinka's
opera are performed by the London
Symphony Orchestra under Anatole

HECTOR BERLIOZ.
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Fistoulari. -Splendid readings of
music which should be more widely
known in our land. 33 1/3 rpm.
M-G-M E-3053.

Siegfried's Funeral
Music and Immolation Sce·ne, from
Die Gotterdammerung. Pre l u d e,
Liebesnacht and Liebestod, from
Tristan und Iselde. The Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy. Margaret Harshaw, soprano,
sings the role of Brunnhilde in the
Immolation Scene. These performances stir me to the very quick.
Unforgettably beautiful orchestral
tone. 33 1/ 3 rpm. Columbia ML4742.

RICHARD WAGNER.

BRAHMS. Variations on a
Theme of Paganini and Variations
and Fugue 011 a Theme by Handel.
Sascha Gorodnitzki, pianist.
Breath-taking mastery of the piano
keyboard. Exemplary musicianship.
Superb recording. 33 1/3 rpm. Capitol P-8227.

JOHANNES

ILYICH TcHAIKOVSKY. Romeo
and Juliet: Fantasy-Overture and
Francesca da Rimini: Symphonic
Fantasy, Op. 32. The St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra under Vladimir Golschmann. - Highly praiseworthy readings. 33 1/ 3 rpm. Capitol P-8225.

PETER

FAURE.
Requiem, Op. 48.
Roger Wagner, conducting
th<.:
Roger Wagner Chorale and the Con-

GABRIEL

cert Arts Orchestra, with Patricia
Beems, soprano, and Theodor Uppman, baritone. -A fine presentation of this beautifully written
work. 33 1/3 rpm. Capitol P-8241.
UMBERTO GIORDANO. Andrea Chenier.
Renata Tcbaldi, soprano, and Jose
Soler, tenor, head the cast presenting
this opera dealing with the French
Revolution. Arturo Basile 1s the
r.onductor. The orchestra of R adio
ltaliana, Turin and the Cetra
Chorus take part in the exec lien t
presentation. A complete libretto in
Italian and in English accompanies
the three-disc recording. 33 1/3
rpm. Cetra-1244. Cetra recordings
are now issued by Capitol.
STRAVINSKY. The Rake's Progress: Opera in Three Acts. A fable
by W. H. Auden and Chester BaUman.
Stravinsky himself conducts
the chorus and the ore hestra of the
Metropolitan
Opera
Association,
with Hilde Gueden, Blanche Theborn, Eugene Conley, Mack Harrell,
Martha Lipton, Norman Scott, Paul
Franke, and Lawrence Davidson.
Kurt Adler is the chorus master. This is a Metropolitan Opera •Production. The Rake's Progress is an
opera well worthy of your most
serious attention. The incisive music
is from the pen of one of the great
composers of recent times. Three
12-inch discs. 33 1/3 rpm. Columbia
SL-125.
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THE NEW BOOKS
Unsigned reviews are by the Editors
of Christian pPople arc mirrored, Professor Braden thinks, in a declaration
by the World Council of Churches at
Amstrrdam in 1948. H ere modern war
wn~ labeled "a sin against God and a
degradation of man." The experiences
of previous conflicts had not elicited
so unanimous a condemnation of war.

RELIGION
WAR, COMMUNISM AND
WORLD RELIGIONS
Br Charles Samuel Braden (Harper,
$3.50)
This is a study of the effects of war
and communism on the major religions of the world. Professor Braden
is Chairman of the Department of
History and Literature of Religions at
Northwestern University. His description of the contemporar>' religious situation in Japan, China, Southeast
Asi11, India, the Islamic world, Judai~m, and Christianity is based on his
own personal observations made in the
course of a seven months' trip around
the world. Professor Braden's chief
method of inquiry in each country
visited was that of personal interviews with outstanding religious leaders, educators, editors, social workers,
labor leaders, and persons engaged in
government.
In many places he encountered evidences of the effects of modern warfare: the breakdown of tradi tiona! cultural and moral patterns, resultant
social chaos, deepening belief in pacifism as a solution to the problem of
conflict between peoples, the inability
of organized religion in many parts
of the world to cope with new conditions. The changes which the recent
war has occasioned in the consciences

The author's smvey of opinions concrrning religion and communism are
the most valuable feature of the book.
He was shocked to find that most religious groups in Asia are not awake
to the anti-religious objectives of the
communist
movement.
Communist
strategy in the East has been to allow
the individual practice of religion so
long as it does not "interfere with the
social, economic and political objectives of the Party." It is not surprising
that religions which lack a developed
and articulate social ethics have not
prrpared their adherents to understand
the implications of communism. To
simple villagers in India, for example,
the methods and social services of the
Communist Party do not appear to
differ materially from the methods
and social services of Christian missionaries.
Of all the great religions only
Christianity, according to Braden, is
making concerted propaganda against
communism. He summarizes a booklet
written by a Lutheran missionary in
the Telegue country of India and de-
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scribes it as "altogether the most effective counterattack upon €ommunism that I have seen, and deserves a
much wider reading than it probably
ge ts." In Braden's opinion, Christianity in its long history "has never met
w determined or skillful or powerful
an opponent as Communism." "It has
become, itself, essen tially a religion,
humanistic to be sure, rather than
theistic, has invested its ideas and
ideals with all the emotional accompaniments of religion, and so has been
able to call out of its followers such a
degree of commitment that it is, in its
initial stages at least, well-nigh irresistible."
It is at this point that a deficiency
in Professor Braden's treatment becomes most apparent. As long as he
merely recounts what a Hindu or a
Moslem leader has to say about the
relation between communism and religion in his own country he is engaging in sound journalism. But when
he says that communism is a form of
religion he leaves off reporting and
expresses a theoretical judgment of his
own concerning the nature of communism and the nature of religion. In
so doing he speaks as an expert in the
field of religion, and makes an assertion which his fellow scholars will
doubtless regard as highly controversial. Surely Professor Braden owes his
readers some further explanation, however short, of the theories involved in
his evaluations and conclusions. How
otherwise can one judge the unity and
coherence of his testimony? It should
be said, however, that weaknesses with
respect to theory do not detract from
the book's value as a broad survey of

opinion concerning contemporary religious and political conditions in
many parts of the world.
RICHARD SCHEIMANN

MARTIN LUTHER,
REFORMER OF THE CHURCH
By Alfred Th.
burg, $3.00)

Jorgensen

(Augs-

For some time, Lutherans have
needed an up-to-date life of Luther
which would be neither so scholarly as
to be beyond the lay reader nor so
naively simple as to offend the
thoughtful reader. Dr. Jorgensen's
book on the Great Reformer fills this
need.
The book starts off with an introduction to the religious and social environment of about 1500 and it is distinguished both by_ its objectivity in
pointing out the evidences of health
in that environment and by its clarity
in pointing up what was wrong with
the Church of Luther's day. Then
comes the story of Luther himselfclearly and economically written and
generously supplied with summaries of
the more important of Luther's writings and of the great Reformation
documents. The whole book runs to
only 221 pages, but a great deal of
sound material is compacted into that
brief space.
What should particularly impress
the reader is Dr. Jorgensen's fairness.
He is obviously convinced strongly
enough of Luther's greatness that he
feels no need to smear the Roman
Catholic background to make Luther
stand out. A second thing that should
impress the reader is Luther's many-
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s.idedncss. Here was no fanatic who
fell victim to One False Idea but a
man of multiple genius through whom,
in a unique way, God was able to
work many things.
A word of commendation ought to
be said also about the excellent format
and typography. Work of this character is traditional with Augsburg
Publishing House but it is always
gratifying to come across it.

MANDATE TO HUMANITY
By Edwin McNeill Poteat (Abingdon-Cokesbury, $3.75)
"An Inquiry into the History and
Meaning of the Ten Commandments
and their Relation to Contemporary
Culture," is the subtitle of this book.
Dr. Poteat, who has held almost
every high position in his churchChina missionary, professor of philosophy and ethics in Shanghai Universit,·, Baptist pastorates in North Carolina and Ohio, and president of Colgate-Rochester Divinity School-reas~C'rts and reinterprets the relevance
of the D ccalog as a religious and moral
basis of Western Culture for men
caught between th e pressure of materialism
within
and
communism
without.
The perspectives within which this
study proceeds include the research of
excavators, linguists and interpreters,
which have given a new understanding
of the neighboring cultures of the Hebrew people, and also gives a new dimension to the Bible, including the
Law of God promulgated from Mount
Sinai.
Generall y, the author views the "ten
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simple axioms" from a conservative
viewpoint. He emphasizes in the concluding chapter that "not only is love
the fulfilling of the law; it is the precondition of the law. Only such love
can make real our submission to the
absolute sovereignty of God. Otherwise it will be submission under
duress, which is slavery." Still, in his
first chapter he does not want to have
l'qu:tted "the right to command with
tht> right of possession." He poses the
question: "What right did God have
to lay down rules by which man and
society were to be governed?" But he
docs not accept the "easy answer"
found in Psalm 95: "Let us kneel before the Lord our Maker. For He is
our God; and we are the people of
His pasture, and the sheep of His
hand." The reason given for this assertion is that "man in -his unregenerate state does not belong to God."
This answer ignores the natural
knowledge of God in natural man, on
the basis of which the Ten Commandments approach him to show him his
sin, and also overlooks the fact that the
D ccalog is to be used by regenerate
man as a rule for his earthly life. Liberal leanings of the author are noted
in repeated expressions like "the Genesis myth," and the claim that Israel
at first "adopted Yahwe as its tribal
clei ty; and then as Judah (Israel) enlarged its influence, the influence of
its god was to be extended."
The book divides the Dccalog into
two halves of five commandments
each, the first of which deals with religious attitudes and the second with
moral behavior. Thus, according to the
usual non-Lutheran Protestant number-
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ing, the Fifth (Lutheran Fourth )
Commandment, " Hon or thy fath er an d
mother etc." is pl aced in the " First
Table." This is done because children
are to adore and respect th eir parents,
as th ey do God. (We have, by the
way, always regretted the fact that
Lutheran Protestants and no n-Lutheran Protestants number the Commandments differently, the Luthera ns following the Roman Catholic and the
other Protestants th e J ewish system.
Thus, when a newspa per editorial refers to the Sixth Commandment as
"Thou shalt not kill," the uninfonncd
Lutheran reader will say th at the
writer does not know his Commandments!)
Books like Poteat's "Mand a te to
Humanity" will be helpful in finding
a pplications of God's zuoral law to th e
tim es in whi ch we live and will emphasize that
"The Ten Commandments will not
budge
And stealing still is stealing."
CARL ALB E RT GI ESE LER

PARTNERS IN PRAYER

Edited by Charlotte
(Doubled av, $2.95)

M.

Clough

There is an endless strea m of devotional books fm· th ere is a pparentl y
also an endless dema nd. This on e fol lows the fami liar pattern of a verse or
verses from the Bible, an exposition,
a nd a praye r. The d ·votions a re writlen by the editor. Th ere are no d a tes,
but one ma y begin any Sunday. There
is daily reading for a yea r. In ad dition,
after every four weeks, there is a n

essay on the subjec t of prayer by
vario us well-known C hristian leaders,
including Austin Pardue, Frank C.
L aubach, Sam uel Shoemaker, R a lph
W. Sackman, Roy A. Burkhart, etc.
Th •re arc also special section s b y the
edi tor for mothers, fathers, neighbors,
employers and employees, ministers,
etc., and thoughts for Christmas,
Easter, Ba ptism, and Bereavement.
The book is thus rather more comprehensive than mos t devotional books.
One a lwa>s wond ers who creates the
demand for devotional books.
The
'n< wer here is tha t the editor is the
founder of th e Cihu (Can I help ~o u ?
--a coined word to replace the overworked krm "Christian love") Book
Club, a ud prcsu111abl~· the me111bers of
that Cluu will find tlw book of special
interest, a lthough it will surely meet
the need> of an' one who is seek ing a
dv \·otiona l book.
HowAIW A. KuH xu:

•

CHRIST AND THE HUMAN LIFE
B~·

Friedri ch
Wilhelm
Foerster
( Philosophic al Library, $5.00)

This is a tra nslation b y Daniel F .
Coogan, Jr. , of Dr. Foers ter's Christus
und das klenschliche Leben which
was first published in 1921 and has
now been thoroughly revised and extl" nd ed by the author. The title is an
: pt one, for Dr. Forester is seriousl y
concerned with " radica l" Christianity
- A F aith which literal! )' creates new
men and, through these new men, a
new an d better social order.

If the ti tie had not already been
pre-em pted, the best title for this book

;
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would be "A Serious Call to a D evout
and Holy Life." Dr. Foerster is not
interested in any pleasant or comfortable Christianity. He sees no virtue in
palliating the symptoms of man's spiritual malaise. He calls for a full comrniUnent to the whole Gospel of Jesus
Christ-chiefly to those most unpleasant aspects of the Gospel which
have to do with the crucifying of the
self.
The book is divided into two sections, the first dealing with "Christ
and the Human Soul" and the second
with "Christ and the Human Life."
Although there are traces of Roman
Catholic dogma here and there (particularly in the ten pages that deal
with Mary), the tone of both sections
is distinctly evangelical. Indeed, Dr.
Foerster holds a doctorate in theology
which was conferred upon him by the
Protestant faculty of the University of
Leipzig.
In the light of our present difficulti es, readers will be most interested in
what Dr. Foerster has to say about the
problems of international peace. His
remarks are apt and to the point and
could, we think, be endorsed heartily
by any · evangelical Christian. By the
same token, they will make no sense
wh atsoever to the secular mind.

FICTION
NOT AS A STRANGER
By Morton Thompson

(Scribners',

$4.75 )

At times it is difficult for a reviewer of new fiction to maintain
proper balance. When a reading diet
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has been thrown out of balance by a
preponderance of mediocre novels,
there is a temptation to give excessive praise to a novel that actually is
onl>· slightly above 'a verage. Such is
not the case with Morton Thompson's
second novel, Not as a Stranger, which
is capable of holding its own among
the best fiction of recent years. The
reader will relish almost every page of
this long ( 948 pages), satisfying book
about the making of a doctor of medicine.
A few days before his death in the
summer of 1953, Mr. Thompson (his
first novel was The Cry and the Covenant) explained how he came to write
Not as a Stranger. Almost ten years
ago two hundred fully-dressed men
were waiting to be examined in a room
outside the laboratory the Army had
assigned to the author. He mentally
appraised and classified them, told
them to undress, then went into his
laboratory. When he returned to the
room five minutes later, he saw merely a mass of naked, waiting, defenseless bodies; there was nothing to reveal any man. He was shaken by the
realization of how frail each man is,
how much a waiting victim for chance
and destiny · and accident. He wrote,
" And I thought then. . .that if all
men could see all men just thus. . .I
thought his life ... must be heavier with
new meaning and lighter with realistic
hope, and that he would see all men
as I saw all men that day, with pity
and love and comprehension."
Lucas Marsh is a born doctor, "of
all men on earth the least at home."
Onl y one thing matters to him-Medicine. To Lucas that means more than
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the art of healing and the relief of
suffering. He is dedicated to the fight
for life. For his mind and soul there
has never been any other purpose. H e
spends his childhood days tagging
after the doctors in his small town,
carrying their bags while other children play: Then follow the years of
college and medical school. The reader
shares the exhilaration of his learning
in classroom and laboratory, the excitement of his first view of surger y.
When his father goes bankrupt, Lucas
marries Kristina, the Swedish girl who
is head operating room nurse, because
she is the only person willing and able
to put him through school. After his
internship he plunges into a small
town practice with all the fervor of a
truly devoted man.
The reader is stationed behind the
door of the doctor's office where he
watches and listens to the endless procession of office patients; he goes
along on emergency calls ; he stands at
the operating table; he feels the terror of a typhoid epidemic and the
despair of the depression; he observes
the noblest and the worst sides of
medicine and of people; he sees how
men are at their best in catastrophe;
he becomes acquainted with a large
and fine cast of characters.
Through all of this Lucas remains
a stranger to the people around him
because his sacred Medicine is complicated and diluted by humans- first
by students and professors, then by
patients and fellow doctors. The exceptions, such as classmate Avery,
Professor Aarons, Dr. Castle, are few.
One by one-"like the leaves of an
artichoke"-he watches his illusions

stripped away until at the end he
stands bare as the two hundred men.
H e never loses his conviction nor gives
up his ideal, but he finally does come
to realize that no human can stand
alone, that his people "may not be
the best people but they're the only
people there are.
CARLENE BARTELT

TOMORROW!
By Philip Wylie (Rinehart, $3.50 )
Philip Wylie seems to evoke, in his
writing, either enthusiasm or distaste.
No one is ever neutral about him. This
is because he so assiduously grinds his
pet axes "out loud" in just about
everything he writes. If a reader is in
agreement, then Wylie is a "good"
writer. If not, then he is a "poor"
writer. This was particularly evident
after the publication of two of his
earlier works, Generation of Vip ers
and Opus 21.
In Tomorrow!, Mr. Wylie has written a rather slick story about an
American .family in a town in the
Midwest that becomes an atomicbomb target for the Russians in the
third World War. He recounts their
lives-as well as the lives of people
close to ·them-before, during, and
a fter the nuclear explosion. While doing this, Mr. Wylie also dispenses a
great deal of information about civil
defense. He wrote this book, in fact,
to call attention to the necessity for
being serious about civil defense today.
This was and is a commendable motive. One could hardly argue with him
on the merit or lack of merit of a
civilian population prepared in part,

...
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at least. for whatever the next few
years may bring. No one seems quite
sure what they may bring.
In order to dramatize the necessity
of a prepared civilian population and
a prepared civil defense corps to cope
with such emergencies as an atomic
bomb (and this term emergency is
something of an understatement), Mr.
Wylie has located his family in a twin
cit y which has a fairly-prepared population and whose twin has nothing but
apathy toward civil defense. The vivid
descriptions of the damage done by
"the" bomb-dropped in a spot to do
the greatest damage to both cities at
once-demonstrates the necessity for
fairl y quick remedial measures. The
results in the community with a civil
defense plan and corps, as opposed to
the results in the community without,
certainly point up Mr. Wylie's argument.
If Mr. Wylie had confined himself
tc this task he could count himself
relativel y successful. As successful, at
least, as novels of this sort, written for
a very special purpose, ever seem to
have. The famil y is relativel y believabl e a nd the situations appear fairly
normal (before "the" bomb at least).
At tim es the story is a little weak and
the characters a little mechanical, but
even Mr. Wylie himself would no
doubt admit that a novel written to
stimul ate interest in civil defense at a
ti me like the present is not, at the
best, going to contain rnueh that can
pretend to be of literary value.
By going beyond his set task, however, he has diminished some of the
value that this book might have had
as a stimulant to more adequate civil
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defense. It is far too preachy and in
the dogmatic, positive fashion that has
earned him many an enemy. If he
were preachy about civil defense that
would be excusable. He is preachy,
however, about "freedom of religion,"
"McCarthy," "science," "democracy,"
"freedom," etc., etc. When he wearies
of fitting some of his thoughts into
things his characters might say in the
situations in which they find themselves he has one of them, fortunately
a newspaper editor, dictate an editorial to his secretary which covers
Fifteen
fifteen pages of the book.
pages that, I think, many a reader
will either skip or yawn over. Mr.
Wylie's preaching may have some
merit to it, but it also has a considerable element of dullness in addition to
being out of place in a novel.
Mr. Wylie is so certain of what he
thinks is right and so insistent on
making it clear that everyone has to
agree with him that he is a bit of a
bore.
Many persons may not read beyond
his editorial-which in style and dogmatism is reminiscent of the late William Randolph Hearst in his younger
days-and if they do it will probably
be only to find out what happens to
his family when the bomb hits. This
will be unfortunate because it is in
this portion of the book, as well as in
th e section covering the aftermaths of
the bomb, that Mr. Wylie illustrates
that at least he is aware of the extremely valuable contribution that an
adequately prepared civil defense corps
can make. He is, after ali, something
of an expert in the field, and he appears to have given a great deal of
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thought to what would happen if an
atomic bomb struck a fair-sized American city; he has a fair amount of
what appears to be good advice for a
civilian population under aerial attack.
It is to be hoped, certainly, that no
reader of Tomorrow! will ever discover himself having to put to use
some information that he has garnered
from the pages of ·this book and stuck
away in the back of his mind. If that
day should, unfortunately, ever come
we will have cause to be thankful for
the work, including this book, th at has
been done by various persons to the
end that we know something about
what to expect and what to do.

LEAVING HOME
By Elizabeth J aneway (Doubleday,
$3.95)
Leaving Home , Elizabeth Janeway's
fourth novel, is a story of three young
people venturing upon the world.
"Home" to Nina, Kermit, and Marion
Bishop is "a big old Gothic monstrosity of a house set in a half-acre plot
of ground" in Brooklyn . They live
there with their charming mother and
her brother Van. Big sister Nina sees
her family as "anachronisms, still
comfortably off in 1933, living within
the protection of their privet hedges
and Uncle Van's solid income, in an
oasis in the middle of the upper
middle class." One by one the young
Bishops break their family ties and
go out on their own. Mrs. J aneway
prese nts their experiences separate! y,
in sequence, so that the book becomes

three character studies, each a short
novel in itself.
Nina is the first to leave home. She
gives up her writing career in New
York and marries an old beau. Clever
and ruthless Kermit, who thinks of his
sister's marriage as betrayal, is next
to try his wings. H e and his spectacular excursions often are not convincing; but, because he has a hand in his
sister's affairs, it is he who holds the
novel together. Marion exercises her
freedom by having a wretched love
affair. She recovers from that, then
rushes into what we hope will be a
happy marriage.
The most remarkable feature of the
book is the author's complete detachment. She gives her self-centered trio
all the rope they want and then aloofl y watches them almost hang themselves. They stumble frequentl y in
their experiments with freedom; they
exceed moral and legal limits ; they
learn the hard way. And a ll the while
the author refrains from passing
judgment. In Mrs. J aneway's competent hands, this method is effective.
CARLENE

B ARTELT

SIX DAYS IN MARA PORE
Paul Scott (Doubleday, $3.7 5 )
The six days in Marapore are, of
course, six days into which the author
has pressed the troubled essence of
several lives caught up with one another in mod ern India. The theme, in
addition to a love affair of sorts, is
the tension between the Indians and
the British, who are about to relinquish their authorit)'.
In all unfairness to Mr. Scott one
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hopes for a second Passage to India.
Indeed, the young author's comprehension of the cultural barbed wire
fences are as sensitive as E. M. Forster's, yet Mr. Scott's tale lacks the
warmth and simplicity which distinguished the earlier novel. While Mr.
Forster dealt with normal people becoming neurotic under pressures and
followed them over a period of years,
Mr. Scott begins with neurotic people
and permits them just six days of rioting, murder, and assorted upheavals.
The reader, in this case, deserves his
sabbath.
It is heartening, however, to come
up against a novel so obviously written because Mr. Scott had to write it,
and not because it seemed an easy way
to cash in on royalties. For his future
work we enjoin him to heed some old
advice. "Better is an handful with
quietness than both hands full with
travail and vexation of spirit." (Ecclesiastes 4: 6)
ROBERTA DONSBACH

A SUNSET TOUCH
By Howard Spring (Harper, $3.50)
Mr. Spring is quite as well-known
in this country as in his native England
by his novels ( My Son, My Son! The
Hou ses in Between ). In A Sunset
Touch he tells the story of an indrawn,
repressed, middle-aged British bachelor who lives in the past when his
famil y"s name and fortune were both
great. Du ring the course of the second
World War he meets a young American fli er with whom he is distantly
related. This flier, after the War and
his return to the United States, dies
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and leaves to his English relative a
sum of money considerable enough for
him to purchase his ancestral home
and to attempt to recapture the glory
of the past.
In attempting this, Roger Menheniot is introduced to a new and
alien (to him) world as a result of
taking rooms in a village until his
nearby manorhouse is restored to his
tastes. After some harrowing experiences with local villagers, Roger finds
happiness, not in owning his ancestral
home as he once thought, but in suddenly discovering himself to be a real,
live person. The ending is perhaps
somewhat contrived and unsatisfactory,
perhaps a bit trite, but Mr. Spring is
a good story-teller nonetheless.

RETURN IN AUGUST
By Phil Strong (Doubleday, $3.00)
Twenty-one or twenty-two years ago
Phil Strong wrote a novel, State Fair,
that was quite a popular success and
that was turned into a motion picture
starring, unless my memory serves me
badly, Janet Gaynor. In the years
since 1932 Mr. Strong has written a
very large number of books and has
become quite well-known. No book
since State Fair has, however, achieved
the success of the earlier volume.
Now, Mr. Strong has revisited the
scene of his state fair and picked up
his characters more or less where he
left them, plus twenty-one years, and
has resolved the romance between Pat
Gilbert and Margy Frake in a manner
that should, by rights, be eminently
satisfactory to all women now in their
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forties who cried over Margy and Pat
in their twenties.
Unfortunately, it is not the same
people and it is not the same fair.
Twenty-one years have done a lot to
Phil Strong, Pat Gilbert, Margy Frake,
and, last and least, to me. Some of the
charm that l remember from State
Fair is just not here in the Return. I
don't suppose that anybody is to
blame for this. It has just happened.
Times have changed and neither Mr.
Strong's friends nor his story about
them had any really universal appeal.
Twenty-one years ago they had some,
if not many, of the qualities of youth
and this youthfulness showed itself in
State Fair. But viewed two decades
later through a somewhat jaundiced
eye they have all lost their youth and
their freshness. The addition of two
new young people, Margy's daughter
and a photographer covering the fair
with Pat, does not help. The addition
of these youths, speaking in incidentally what Mr. Strong considers to be
the vernacular of youth, does not
bring to a jaded Return in August any
quality of freshness or vitality. In
many ways, a great many ways, I am
sorry that I read Return in August. If
you have a fond memory of State Fair
then I suggest that you skip this return
voyage.
GREAT ENGLISH SHORT NOVELS

Edited by Cyril Connolly (Dial)
In his introduction, the editor of
this volume, Cyril Connolly, makes
the point that the great short novel is
not an English form. Yet he has col-

lccted eleven novels, each of which, if
not great, is an excellent example of
good novel writing. Within three
main groupings-The Simplest Forms,
the Expanding Psyche, and The Limits
of the Form- this book contains a variety of material, including a biography, an imaginary biography, an adventure story, several psychological
novels, and a comedy of errors, among
others.
Most of the authors represented
here, Meredith, Eliot, and Hazlitt, for
example, were well-known 19th century writers. The only 20th century
authors included are Aldous Huxley,
Joseph Conrad, and Virginia Woolf,
whose "Between the Acts", the most
recent in this collection, was published
posthumousl y in 1941. As a rule, the
novel chosen is neither the best nor
the best-known writing by that particular author, but it has been chosen
to illustrate a certain characteristic of
the novel form.
Far superior to most anthologies appearing today, this one has a purpose,
that of collecting short novels of intelligence and simplicity to demonstrate the development in the art of
the novel. The material seems fresher,
if only because the selections are not
so well-known. Mr. Connolly's discriminating choice makes this volume
an admirable addition to The Permanent Library.
THE ANGEL WHO PAWNED
HER HARP

By Charles Terrot (Dutton, $3.00)
The temptation to introduce a supernatural creature into a novel or play
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is something that not all writers, great
and small, can resist. Sometimes it is
done to untangle a complicated plot,
sometimes to emphasize a religious
point of view, sometimes to sentimentalize, and sometimes to provide humor.
In many cases it is an ill-considered
idea and its execution is disastrous.
This is particularly true when it (or
he or she) is introduced for purposes
of humor. Archness and coyness are
the enemies waiting for the writer who
docs it with an unsure hand. With this
introduction, then, it is a pleasure to
report that in The Angel Who Pawned
Her Harp , Charles Terrot has succeeded in introducing such a creature
in a delightfully charming, and inoffensive, manner.
Mr. Terrot's angel pawns her harp
in a London pawnshop to provide
some cash for a terrestial vacation.
She moves briefly in and out of the
lives of a few relatively simple people
and brings about some
pleasing
changes in a seasonable manner. There
is some real humor here and it is very
welcome. Mr. Terrot handles his angel,
a very likeable person, with a great
deal of restraint. Thoroughly delightful.

GENERAL
BOSWELL ON THE GRAND TOUR:
GERMANY AND SWITZERLAND, 1764

Edited by Frederick A. Pottle ( McGraw-Hill, $5.00)
After spending most of a year in
Holland studying law, Boswell started
on a Grand Tour of Europe. This
third volume of his journal covers his
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visits to Germany and Switzerland.
Later volumes will include the entries
from his journal while traveling in
France and Italy on this same tour.
Boswell was twenty-four when he embarked on his travels, and, after his
quiet year of study, he was eager to
sec new sights and to meet new
fri ends.
In Germany, through letters of introduction when available or through
initiative and brazen assurance when
such letters were not available, he
gained entry to most of the courts and
spent a great part of his time in the
company of princes and princesses and
other persons of interest. The one
ruler to whom he was not presented
was Frederick the Great. Although he
tried every possible means-and Boswell knew more tricks than mostand though on at least two occasions
he was within a few feet of the Emperor, Boswell could not get penrussion for the introduction. In this section of his journal, Boswell has drawn
a very complete and colorful picture
of 18th century court life.
The high points of this volume,
however, are in the discussions Boswell held with Rousseau and Voltaire
when he was visiting in Switzerland.
It is difficult to imagine two more
difficult men for a tourist to visit than
these two, yet Boswell not only talked
with both, but had dinner with Rousseau and became a house guest of Voltaire. Boswell was just enough of a
philosopher to have some interesting
questions for these two men, and he
was a sufficiently likable individual to
arouse their interest. The discussions
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were fascinating and they are reported
a t length and in detail.
This is the same irrepressible Boswell of the London Journal, still full
of egotism but very likable, always interesting, and very human in his reactions. In some ways he has matured. He has stopped trying to pattern his behavior after others, and,
consequently, he is more understandable as an individual.
Dr. Pottle and his associates at Yale
have added to the interest of the book
br intelligent editing and by interspersing Boswell's letters between the
journal entries.
TIGREROI

By Sasha
$3.95)

Siemel

(Prentice-Hall,

The personal adventure or exploit
of a single individual who pits himsdf against forces of nature and geography almost invariably proves to be
interesting reading. Tigrero! by Sasha
Sicmcl is no exception. Mr. Siemel has
spe n t thirty years in the great jungle
of Brazil, the Matto Grosso, hunting
tigers armed with only a spear, the
accepted Indian method of hunting
the jaguar, th e South American version of the tiger.
Mr. Siemel reco unts his years in the
j ungle in a manner th at captures a
great deal of the flavor of that large
and partia lly unexplored country. He
has a good «;Ye and a ready pen for
local, native color and exciting adventure. If life seems a little tedious
during these months when taxpaying
reminds us of the price we pay for
living in such closely woven patterns

with others, then Tigrero! is just the
book to remind you that, though it
may be extremely fascinating to fight
nature and wild animals alone, it can
also be an extremely lonely experience.
In being reminded of this, however,
you will have been greatly entertained.
THE TRUE VOICE OF FEELING

Herbert R ead (Pantheon, $4.00)
H ere is an informative book for the
reader who cares for poetry and penetrating literary criticism. Great poetry
gives birth to its own form and imposes it on the poet; therefore any
structural technique forced upon the
author from the outside and repeated
endlessly will stifle imaginative composition. The core of the present collection of thirteen literary essays,
which were prepared for a seminar
at Princeton University and are here
published for the first time, is this. romantic premise. Sir H erbert Read derives it from that earlier poet-critic
Coleridge by way of Friedrich Wilhelm
Joseph von Schilling, a translation of
whose 1807 essay "Concerning the Relation of the Plastic Arts to Nature"
is included in this volume.
Thus a literary movement still active
today is ably discussed and appreciatively illuminated. The author is a
man of numerous achievements: distinguished poet, prominent critic of art
and literature, philosopher and student of aesthetics. He was knighted at
the New Year's Honours of 1953.
He traces the "organic" change (his
term) in · the anything-but-abstract
form of poetry, from certain earliest
appearances in the Romantic Movement, particularly in the works of
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Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and K eats, through Hopkins (who
coined for it the word "inscape"),
Whitman, Lawrence, Hulme, Pound,
and Eliot. I wish that others who are
eligible, significan tl y Swinburne and
D ylan Thomas, had received more attention from so skillful a commentator.
The title, incidentally, is taken from
one of the letters of K eats. A stimulating because unhackneyed presentation!
H ERB E RT H. UMBACH

A STILLNESS AT APPOMATTOX
Bruce Catton (Doubleday, $5.00 )
With this volume Bruce Catton compldes his three-volume history of the
memorable if often ill-fated Army of
th e Potomac. This is trul y a splendid
book, one that needed and deserved
to be written, by precisely this excellent author.
There a re scor es of books about the
G enerals who led this Army-from
M cClelland to Gran t- but the Army
itself, in those books, is only a backdrop of the stage on which the Generals
played their historic parts. Here is a
close-up not of a backdrop but the
fl esh and the life and the blood of
that Army playing all of the roles on
stage center while the Generals, off in
the wings, handle stage direction; furnishing di smal scripts, wrong cues, outri ght bad direction.
The writing itself is beau tiful and
enhan ced by the words and phrases of
the soldiers culled from old regimental
histories yet unobtrusively woven into
the narrative.
Finally, in the last scene of the last
act comes Appomattox, but only after
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the Wilderness, Cold Harbor and
Petersburg and all the horror and
heartbreak those names meant to that
Army. The glory was gone and life
had become "one long funeral." But,
in the end, the Army of the Potomac
emerges from the shadow of its adversary, the more colorful Army of
Northern Virginia which, under brilliant direction from Lee, Longstreet
and Jackson, long since h as become
legendary.
This book can be read and enjoyed
by and of itself but if you haven't
read "Mr. Lincoln's Army" and
" Glory Road," by the same author, I
suggest you read them first.
RICHARD

T.

SAVAGE

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
By Ernes t
$4.00)

Earnest

(Bobbs-Merrill,

The one thing on which ~cademic
p eople seem always to have agreed is
th at higher education is not what it
used to be. It is therefore rather comforting to discover that higher education never was what it used to be.
The American college is and has
been more than merely an institution.
It is and has been both the mirror
and the moulder of American culture.
Traditionalists who love to bring the
argument of immemorial usage to their
arguments about philosophies of education or organizations of curricula
will be dismayed to learn that the
colleges and universities of the past
were as diverse both in their thinking
and in their curricular organiza tions
as they are today, and that students
of the past were no more absorbed in
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intellectual interests than they are today. Indeed, this reviewer, at least,
comes away from reading Dr. Earnest's
book with a sense both of gratitude
and relief at having entered the
higher-cd ucation field at this particular moment in history rather than at
some point along the line in the notso-good old days.
Although Dr. Earnest subtitles his
book "An Informal History of the
American College ( 1636-1953) ," the
book deserves some less modest classification. It is a reall y worth-while addition to the social and cultural history of our country and provides a
good background for viewing t'he problems which presentl y beset higher education. The most controversial chapter
is the last one, in which Dr. Earnest
discusses som"e of the more important
problems which confront the American
college today: the movement toward
general education, increased attention
to the effectiveness of teaching, the
commercialization of athletics, the financial plight of the colleges, the increasing importance of government
grants and concomitant government
influence, and the resurgence of antiintellectualism in a virulent form.
NEWS OF THE WORLD

Edited by Sylvan Hoffmann ( Prenti ce-Hall, $4.95 )
How do you make history "live"
for people of our age? How do you
gain some kind of "time sense" which
impresses with a long, broad sweep of
the past? The present volume is one
technique toward a solution of these

twin qu estions of contemporaneity and
distance.
News of the World is world history
in newspaper style. Replete with banner headlines screaming "CAESAR
ASSASSINATED" and "NORMANS
INVADE ENGLAND" it is a fascinating way to read history.
Besides being an excellent learning
device, this form is a good way of
relating the events going on in all
parts of the world at a given time in
history. For example, next to the
headline "LUTHER EXCOMMUNICATED" is th e story of Cortes conqu ering Mexico. That these two events
occured in the same year may not
often occur to the reader. The relation between the gradual opening of
the New World and the beginning of
the R eformation is not without its
significance toda y.
Each "issue" is a separate four-page
newspaper covering usually ten to
twen ty years. Each story is complete
''"ith date-lines and br-lines. There are,
too, editorials, cartoons, wire-photos,
obituaries, and background stories. Altogether it is a captivating volume.
SEX ETHICS AND THE
KINSEY REPORTS

Sewa rd Hiltner (Association, $3.00)
This book by Doctor Hiltner, Associate Prof ssor of Pastoral Theology
at the University of Chicago, is by far
th e best appra is a! of the Kinse y
studies and their significance for
Christian ethics that has come to this
reviewer's attention. While critical of
cer tain interpretations and aware of
the limitations of the Kinsey studies,
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Dr. Hiltner appreciates th e validity of
the objective design of the studies and
considers the data extremely important for any mod ern stud y of Christian
sex ethi cs.

-j-

That the situation exists which these
studies report (which comes as a
shock to many) and that Kinsey misund erstands the Christian viewpoint
in several respects, suggests the failure
of Christian thinkers to have carefully
thought out, and Christian institutions
to h ave successfully fostered, a Christi an vi ew of sex.
Most important arc Dr. Hiltner's
positive suggestions toward a Christian view which recognizes the importance of the findings of the Kinsey
studies as well as those of psychology
and sociology.
" The essence of the Christian
vi ew is that sex is i nevitably radical
and serious, th at it is a function of
the whole human person including
biology but also more than biology,
that it leads toward deep er self-dis-

covery and to the awareness of
greater depth in the other, that it is
a mystery in that total spiritual
meanings are conveyed through biological means. Put more simply, the
Christian view of sex is that sex is
the creation of God and is, therefore, good when used according to
the will of God for life in human
beings."
This view, he feels, is best implemented by what is termed the "personal-interpersonal" attitude toward
sex, toward whi ch attitude a person
holding other less-satisfactory attitudes (the most common being "childof-nature,''
"respcctabili ty-restrain t,"
and "romantic") may be directly
moved.
Though not easy reading, this book
is well written and filled with good
judgments and
challenging ideas.
Every intelligent Christian can benefit
from reading it, but it will be particularly valuable for pastors, teachers,
and others who are concemed with
advising on sexual m atters.

A Minority
Report
- - - - - - - - - - - - -By VICTOR F. H O FF MANN

Eggheads and Citizenship
College professors, writers, and
aspiring intellectuals find themselves lately in an old, yet modern, dilemma. A certain group of
people in certain situations in
the midst of certain conversations will say that we are all a
bunch o{ ivory tower hacks. The
stereotype runs something like
this:· "Universities and college
education? What do you want to
get an education for? Will it
help you to get a better job?
What can you do with it?
Teachers are just in a vicious
circle of teaching other teachers
how to teach. If teachers had any
intestinal fortitude at all, they'd
get out and earn more money
and do something worthwhile."
The profession has fallen to such
low repute.
Another group of people in another se t of circumstances in the
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midst of other conversations will
resent the infiltration of college
professors, writers, and aspiring
intellectuals into any aspect of
community living. Their stereotypes go something like this:
1..
"What do these guys want to do
in politics and community affairs anyway? They always want
to do the impossible, with their
heads in the clouds. They're
never practical. They look at the
stars so much, they seldom realize they're caught in the mire.
When they do come up with a
suggestion for community affairs,
we have to shut them off because
their ideas are subversive." But -...
why gild the lily when we have
at hand the statement of The
Chicago Daily T1·ibune (December 14, 1953) with reference to
law deans and law professors:
"Circe on the rock never sang a
more delusory invitation for the
suicide of liberty." This seems to
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imply that, for the sake of the
liberty and freedom of all freedom-loving citizens everywhere,
we guys ought to stay in the
ivory-towers.j One is damned if
he does and he is damned if he
doesn't.

...

c.::.
The Anti-Intellectual Trend
1-

>

According to Roger P. McCutcheon of Tulane University,
the colleges of America will be
coping with an increasing hatred
of the intellectual. The academic
man is now being described as a
high-brow, an egg-head, and a
braintruster. One can only repeat the polite terms. Men such
as McCarthy are permitted to refer to Harvard, one of the revered academic institutions of the
world, as "an academic den of
perversive and subversive inquity."

"But it is iron1c, says McCutcheon, "that at the very time
" when more and more students
are coming to our colleges, there
should be disquieting signs of al)...
anti-intellectual trend." He marshalls as proof the facts that
every college registrar knows.
Our campus populations have increased thirty-five times as fast
as our total population. "By
1970," he maintains, "there will
be three times as many college
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students as there were in 1940,
and perhaps 30 times as many
graduate students... "
Within the terms of these almost contradictory trends, Mr.
McCutcheon draws the following
conclusion: "If statistics are any
guide, America strongly believes
in education, and presumbaly in
intelligence also. But what America really believes in is that every
American boy and girl should
have a college degree." Not
many weeks ago, I heard it stated
this way: "Everyone knows, professor, that you can't pick up a
pick and shovel nowadays without an A.B. degree." Actually, I
think you'd have to have a Bachelor of Science degree. How long
can we suffer fools gladly?

c.::.
American Political
Science Professors
Apparently, many political
science professors (and I know
only these well) are not paying
any more attention to these contradictory remarks than a man
would to a rock dropped at his
feet by an enterprising penguin.
In any case, they will not face
only the damning alternatives.
J t is my impression that the general run of political science
teachers feel that they must be
both abstract ivory tower people
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and practical. For many years,
the American Political Science
Association has been interested
in correlating the abstract ideas
and ideals of the classroom with
the facts and figures of the political market-place. In 1916, the
Committee on Instruction of the
American Political Science Association belabored a point that
many modern-day political scientists have begun to take for
granted: "The function of college instruction in politics is to
train for citizenship as well as to
train for the professions.... there
are indications that political
science, in some quarters at least,
has been too strictly confined to
theories about civil society and
too little concerned with political
affairs as they are ... .It is rather
proposed that the work in political science be expanded so as to
complement the theory and abstract discussions with fuller consideration of the actual working
of political institutions."
Since that time, much in the
way of a dynamic correlation between the political science classroom and "the actual working of
political institutions" has been
established. W i thou t much
danger because of the suicides of
liberty, Americans have even
elected a parade of college professors to high office as, for example, Woodrow Wilson, Paul

Douglas, and Wayne Morse. Yet
-after almost forty years of concentration upon the achieving of
this correlation, political scientists are still asking, "Is the
teaching of government practical
enough, and is citizenship the
goal that is held to the forefront?"

A

~

The Falk Foundation
To deal once more with this
general question, the Maurice
and Laura Falk foundation of
Pittsburgh established a program
in collaboration with the Citizen(
ship Clearing House, an affiliate
of the Law Center of New York
University. The stated aims o£
the program are incorporated in
the following paragraph: "The ,...
Citizenship Clearing House has
made exhaustive studies of the
r
extent to which colleges are seek- ,__
ing to prepare their graduates
for participation in practical
politics and the methods by
which such preparation can be ..,..
made more realistic. Thus fore..armed with basic information, it
seeks to accomplish its purpose
through cooperation with college
administrators, college teachers
of political and social science, t
and political leaders in improving college training for participation in politics and in opening
the way for the college graduate
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to find a place in the organization of the party of his choice."
So-here come the political science egg-heads.
A conference, under the sponsorship of the Falk Foundation
and the Clearing House, was
held at Turkey Run State Park
(Indiana) to discuss Preparing
College Men and Women for
Politics last December 11 and 12.
Two days were dedicated to the
discussion of only a few important areas. What can, or should,
be done to make college curricula, particularly the political
science curriculum, more effective preparation for active participation in politics? What should
be the position of the college
administration with reference to
participation of its faculty and
student body in political affairs?
What practical ways are there
whereby teachers of political and
social science can supplement
their academic training with
some practical experience in government and politics? Why
should we be concerned to get
wider and more effective participation of young college graduates in public affairs?
The men who represented our
university felt that it was the
most profitable meeting we have
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ever attended. It was not a polite
donnybrook, nor did it become a
mutual admiration society. All of
us were given an opportunity for
two unobstructed days to talk to
a number of unreconstructed individuals from various walks of
political life: the chairmen of
state political organizations, administrators, deans, congressmen,
college professors, and public relations experts. A good deal of
realistic optimism was generated
in the hope that all of these
people could cooperate in producing the politically good life.
Because of that one meeting, I
personally feel that the combined
thinking and resources of college
administrators, political and social scientists, public and party
officials, and lay leaders in public affairs can be brought to bear
on the problem of enlightened
citizenship.
A political science instructor
in an academic institution with
a Christian, moral, and ethical
orientation cannot be satisfied
with less. He faces the rather difficult task of establishing the
relevancy of his Christian faith
to all walks of life. This is significantly true in the political
realm. If not, the salt has lost its
savor.

THE MOTION PICTURE
By

ANNE HANSEN

One of the towering figures in
world-history has been brought
to the screen in a noteworthy
film. Martin Luthe1· (Louis de
Rochemont Associates, Irving
Pichel), produced under the joint
sponsorship of five Lutheran
bodies-including the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod - was
originally designed to be shown
only in Lutheran churches here
and in Europe. But a pre-release
screening in Minneapolis, Minnesota, met with such an enthusiastic response that the film was
made available to commercial
exhibitors.
In mid-December, Cresson E.
Smith, general sales manager for
De Rochemont Associates, announced that Ma1·tin Luther had
been shown in 170 theaters
throughout our country, with
more than 1,500,000 paid admisWherever the film has
sions.
been exhibited, it has played extended engagements and has
evoked wholehearted praise, not
only from Lutheran patrons but
from persons of other faiths and
from motion-picture critics as
well.
·
The reasons for the success of
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Martin Luther are many and
varied. The picture reflects the
outstanding ability of Louis de
Rochemont, a man who has won
fame for his documentary and
semi-documentary films. As is his
custom, Mr. de Rochemont has
omitted Hollywood frills and extraneous trappings. Mat·tin Luther was photographed in western Germany. The settings-in so
far as is possible in a divided
German y-are authentic; the
script is straightforward and direct, with much of the dialogue
taken from Luther's own writings. Irving Pichel's direction is
sensitive and sure; the acting is
uniformly good, and the musical
score is highly effective.
It is not my intention to detract from, or to disparage in any
way, the many fine qualities of
Martin L u t h e r. Nevertheless,
candor compels me to say that in
my opinion the film falls short of
giving a full-bodied portrait o[
the great Reformer and the age
in which he lived.
One can readily understand
that formidable difficulties confront any actor who is called
upon to portray the man Luther.
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Niall MacGinnis succeeds to a
remarkable degree in capturing
the fundamental characteristics
which inspired Roland Bainton
to say in his book Here I Stand,
"Luther was above all else a man
of religion . . . . a man athirst for
God." But for me at least Mr.
MacGinnis' characterization of
the Reformer is lacking, to a
marked extent, in power, passion, and tenderness. Physical recmblance to the intrepid man of
God is light-especially during
the student and monastery years.
I know that commercial exhibitors have been amazed at the
success of Afartin Luther) a smallbudget film devoted to the life
story of a highly controversial
figure. It seems to me that the
reasons-at least in part-may be
found in the ringing words a
lowly monk addressed to powerful princes, important church
dignitaries, and the ruler of the
Holy Roman Empire at the Diet
of Worms: "My conscience is
captive to the Word of God. I
cannot, and I will not, recant
anything, for to go against conscience is neither right nor safe.
Here 1 stand. God help me.
Amen." The world has need of
these words in an age when evil
forces again seek to enslave the
mind and the conscience of man.
Search as I will, I can find no
graceful transition from the age

of the Reformation to the remaining films on my list. So I
shall take the plunge and begin
with Kiss Me Kate (M-G-M,
George Sidney), a lavish Ansco
Color screen version of Cole
Porter's
successful
Broadway
presentation. Mr. Porter's stage
play-based on Shakespeare's fine
comedy The Taming of the
Shrew-was reasonably faithful to
the original. The screen play,
however, has undergone radical
changes-changes which must
have caused the great bard to
spin in his grave. Some of the
performances are good-notably
those of Howard Keel, Ann Miller, Keenan Wynn, and Jack
Whittimore. Kathryn Grayson, as
Kate, is no worse-nor better, for
all that-than in previous roles.
Mr. Porter's score is fresh and
tuneful. Kiss Me Kate is available in 3-D and as a flat-screen
production.
Escape from Fort Bravo
(M-G-M, John Sturges) features
William Holden, John Forsythe,
and Eleanor Parker in an unusual story set against the stark
background of the Arizona badlands. The time is during the
War Between the States, and the
place is Fort Bravo, where a
small garrison of Union troops
not only must keep watch over
restive Confederate prisoners of
war but must also cons tantly be
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on guard against marauding Mescalero Indians. The photography
is magnificent throughout, and a
remarkable sequence, which depicts a directed barrage of Indian
arrows, is as spine-chilling as anything I have ever seen on the
screen. Treachery, romance,
cowardice, heroism, and patriotic
fervor are the ingredients in the
skillfully fashioned plot. The acting is well above average, and
John Sturges' fine
direction
merits special commendation.
Hondo (Warners), filmed in
3-D Warner Color, is big, brutal,
and-boring. Frontier life in hostile Indian territory is depicted
in an effective manner, and the
Warner Color photography is
superb. The process known as
3-D is still not under control.
But it does show some improvement. The story is weak, and one
grows weary of brawling and
violence. And isn't it time for
the motion-picture industry to
smoke a peace pipe with the
North American Indians? Sometimes it seems as though the unfortunate native American has
become the mainstay of the industry.
See what I mean? We turn to
Tumbleweed
(Universal---International, Nathan Juran), and
what do we find? More Indians!
Audie Murphy, famous hero of
World War II, plays the fictional

hero in this swiftly paced horse
opera. Appropriately enough, the
horse Tumbleweed appears as a
co-star.
Gun Fwy (Columbia 3-D,
Raoul Walsh) and Thunde-r ove1·
the Plains (Warners, Andre de
Toth) both depict episodes set
against the turbulent years which
followed the close of the Civil
War. Action, color, melodrama,
and shallow philosophizing have
gone into the making of these
films.
Let us shake off the dust of
the plains and go for a moment
down to sea in ships. Botany Bay
(Paramount, John Farrow) stars
a stoical Alan Ladd in a salty
yarn based on a novel by Charles
Nordhoff and James Norman
Hall. At its best Botany Bay is
faintly reminiscent of the same
authors' Mutiny on the Bounty;
at its worst it is pretty bad.
All the Bmthers Were Valiant
(M-G-M, Richard Thorpe) takes
us back to the days when whaling
was an important industry in the
New England coastal states. It is
a tiresome and unrewarding
journey.
I suppose that at first glance
one might say that Appointment
in Honduras (RKO-Radio, Jacques Tourneur) has everythingan exotic setting, a good cast, an
able director, plenty of action,
and a fair share of thrills and ex-

).
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citement. But one must add at
once that it lacks the one thing
most important and necessary to
a fine picture-genuine artistry.
1 almost forgot the Indians in
TVar Paint, a United Artists release filmed in Pathe Color in
Death Valley, California. This is
the story of one young Indian
brave's losing battle against the
U.S. Cavalry.
The Joe Louis St01y (United
rtists, Robert Hordon) presents
a dignified and sympathetic account of the career of one of the
greatest ring champions of all
time. The inclusion of actual
newsreel excerpts from
the
Brown Bomber's most important
bouts adds color and interest to
the film. Coley 'Vallace, a promising young fighter from Jacksonville, Florida, plays the title role
in a convincing manner.
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Publicity blurbs would have us
believe that in Tlze Glass Web
(Universal-Jnternation, Jack Arnold) we have "the ultimate in
suspense." As a matter of fact,
any seasoned movie-goer will always be at least one step ahead
of the sordid action on the
screen. This film is available in
3-D and in a 2-D production.
l\fany exhibitors - even those
whose theaters are equipped for
3-D-prefer to show the conventional two-dimensional version.
Bob Hope is here again in
He1·e Come the Girls (Paramount, Claude Binyon) . Technica ll y this film must be classified as a suspense and mystery
picture. But, as always, the antics
of the irrepressible Bob lead to
giggles and guffaws rat her than
to chills and thrills.
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When, in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes,
I all alone beweep my outcast state,
And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries,
And look upon myself, and curse my fate,
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,
Featured like him, like him with friends possest,
Desiring tl1is man's art and that man's scope,
With what I most enjoy contented least;
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising Haply I think on thee: and then my state,
Like to the lark at break of day arising
From sullen earth, sings hymns at Heaven's gate;
For thy sweet love remembered such wealth bring
That then I scorn to change my state with. kings.
WILLIAM

Stratford-upon-Avon
23 April, 1610
Dearest Willikins,
Golly gee, what a terrible mood you must of been in when you
wrote. What's the matter, honey, aren't you getting enough sleep?
I sure appreciated that sweet sentiment in the last couple of lines
of your letter about how my love remembered such joy brings that 'r
you wouldn't change your state with kings but really, Willie, I'm
worried about what led up to it. You seem to get these moods all the
time and I think it's because you are overworking. It makes me feel
miserable all over to think of you there in London troubling deaf
heaven with your bootless cries and almost despising yourself. You're
big, Willie, and you're deep. Don't never forget that. You've got me
and you've got a real talent for writing those interesting little plays
of yours and I don't see why you think you have to envy anybody because one person has more friends than you do or another person is
a better artist than you are. Like the vicar said last Sunday morning,
"Envy is a worm that eats out the heart".

,
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And please, Willie, for my sake if not for your own, please try
to quit cursing. I know that you are in rough company with all of
those actors and what-not around you but what good does it do 'to
curse your fate? What will be will be, and you only make matters
worse by cursing. Promise me you will try to stop it?
And just one more thing, Willie dear. I really do appreciate you
thinking that I am worth more than all of the money the king has,
but don't despise money too much. The fletcher is getting pretty insistent for his money and Master Blake, the greengrocer, says that he
will have to have a few shillings on account by Saturday next or no
more groceries. It would sure help if you could send me a pound or
so within the next week.
Affectionately,
Anne

THE RECOGNJZED
This is the quarry- legend's devil,
Tired and evil- this ends the track;
Swamp or shed or search-lit alleyCornered, across 'the icy runnel,
Up by the dizzy chimney-stack,
Breathing behind the door's thin panel.
The mind is bloodhound, siren, roadsnare,
Jack Ketch and Javert fused in pride,
Holding the riddled thing at bay.
But atavisitc heart cries "Hurry!"
Silently, "Here!" cries "Quick, inside!"
Having seen, as in the ~lass, the face oE the quarry .

.J OSF.PHl:-:£
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Eight Translations
of Japanese Verse
The poems that follow were translated from the Japanese by
R obert Epp, a frequent CRESSET contributor who resides in Japan.
In some of them the popular "tanka" form may have been used. The
tanka h as th irty-one syllables, arranged in five lines, of which the first
and third have five syllables, and the second, fourth and fifth seven
syllables. Another popular form is "hokku" which contains three
lines, of which the first and third have five syllables and the second,
seven syllables. To attempt to use these forms in the tra nslations
+
would mean the loss of the spirit of the poems.
Eunice Tietjens, in her anthology "Poetry of the Orient", makes
the following statements concerning Japanese poetry :
"Japanese poetry makes greater demands upon the reader than
any other poetry in the world. It demands that he be not merely a
sympathetic but passive instrument on which the poet may play, but
an active collaborator. To read Japanese poetry and to get pleasure
from it requires an outlay of emotional energy not far short of that
required for the writing of it. If a reader has nothing to contribute
to this poetry, it has little or nothing to give him. The reason for
this lies in its extreme condensation, and in its belief in suggestion. It
is content to supply the merest hint, the faintest outline of its in- '..herent content, leaving the completion of the picture to the sensitive
reader ... .The Japanese poet leaves much to the creative imagination
of his reader.
"Poetry is to the Japanese of any walk of life what song is to the
Italian peasant . . .it permeates his daily life ....It would be difficult
to find any adult in the country who had not written a poem ."
-DELLA M. KRENTZ
\~

The River

Crysanthemums
I went to see
crysan them urns.
Wh en I saw them
I thought I'd like
to become so clean.

I went to the river.
Boy the river's pretty
I thought.
When I touched it with my hand
a big frog came out.
-

HIDE YUKI KAMEDA

(age 7 )

-
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my

HIDE YUKI KAM ADA

heart

(age 7 )

DAHLIAS
White and red.
There are many colored dahlias.
They are pretty aren't they?
I think they are pretty too.
Look! the dahlias are sh aken b y the wind.
Though they were sleeping
Wind woke them up.
A guest came while they were sleeping.
-ToMoYo NAKANO (age 7)

PASSING WINTER
if pain deepens deeply
if stain s with grief completely
one wants to be grateful for seasons of trial
facin g them free to complain
or reply with patience
h e is strong
who can offer praises to Shadow's beckon
Passing Winter!
the womb of the universe continues
its immense wander
-'"( concealing flames in its depth
while its surface is the severit y
of ice
men lacking gratit ude for seasons of trial
perceive no love
co ncealed in passing winter
- M. ToMIKURA

Larch Grove
I suddenly find myself
standing in a grove
of larch trees
Last summer
drawn close to my love
and dizzy with pineodor
it was in this grove
But now
as the odor also disappears
fall wind helps tears
burn my heart
- F. SHmAISHI

Crysanthemums
When I go to pick
crysan them urns
they look at me
and smile.
Crysanthemums arc really sweet
aren' t they?
-NoBuKo KoBAYASHI (age 7)

Frogs

THE SPIDER
The spider makes a thread in the tree.
He makes a thread and hangs playing.
When I touch him with a stick
the spider
quickly runs away on his thread.
This was funny
I thought.
-ToMOYO NAKANO (age 7)

I went to the meadow
to catch a fro g.
When I saw one
he thought I'd ca tch him
So h e ran into the river.
When I saw that
I thought,
Boy that frog's smart!
-HIDEYUKI KAMEDA (age 7)

The article in this issue b y President point of absurdity.
We oppose, as
Krctzmann introduces a series of arstrongly as anyone could oppose, the
ticles which will appear in alternate
use of the public school for denomimonths this year on twentieth-century national indoctrination. We oppose,
apologists. Plans for such a series have equally strongly, any suggestion of
been long in the making. Whatever common prayer in the public school.
else may be said for or against the
But to ignore the role which the Holy
times in which we live, it must be Bible has played in the cultural life
said that they have
of the E n g 1 i s hseen a new flowerspeaking world is to
Ing of apologetics.
leave much .of that
Beginning with Belculture wholly inl o c,
Christendom
tomprehensible. And
has raised up a
to assume that any
noble line of conkind of education
fessors distinguished
can i g n o r e the
both b y intellectual
grounds of morality
power and literary
is to empty educagenius. Among these
tion of all meaning
and all sense.
are, or have been,
Hopkins,
Chester~
ton, Lewis, Sayres,
O ur
masthead
Auden, Eliot, J oad,
this month reflects
an d Phillips. To
administrar
these, as much as to
tive changes that
any fonnal religihave taken place in
P ROBLEMS
ous
training
we
the management of
may have received,
the CRESSET. As
CONTRIBUTORS
many of us in the
our second editorial
FINAL NOTES
indicates, the Asyounger age groups
sociates have reowe an immeasurable debt. In a very
tired as a group
real sense, therefore,
and editorial rethe series which we shall run will be
sponsibility has passed to an enlarged
in the nature of a tribute to these deeditorial board. The members of this
fenders of the Faith.
board are all members of the faculty
of Valparaiso University. We welcome
~
We would call attention also to Dr.
them to our staff and trust that they
Ryan's article on the RSV and publicwill display the same qualities of reschool Bible reading. Readers of the
sponsibility and integrity that characCRESSET know that we have long terized the work of the Associates durmaintained that the fiction of a
ing the past seventeen years.
" wall of separation" between church
The CRESSET staff wishes all of
and state has, in the past few years,
their readers a happy Valentine's
Day.
been taken clbser and closer to the
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